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We report on the population properties of 76 compact binary mergers detected with gravitational
waves below a false alarm rate of 1 per year through the cumulative Gravitational Wave Transient
Catalog 3 (GWTC-3). The catalog contains three classes of binary mergers: binary black hole
(BBH), binary neutron star (BNS), and neutron star–black hole (NSBH) mergers. We infer the
BNS merger rate to be between 13 Gpc−3 yr−1 and 1900 Gpc−3 yr−1 and the NSBH merger rate to
be between 7.4 Gpc−3 yr−1 and 320 Gpc−3 yr−1, assuming a constant rate density versus comoving
volume and taking the union of 90% credible intervals for methods used in this work. Accounting
for the BBH merger rate to evolve with redshift, we find the BBH merger rate to be between 17.3
Gpc−3 yr−1 and 45 Gpc−3 yr−1 at a fiducial redshift (z = 0.2). Using both binary neutron star and
neutron star–black hole binaries, we obtain a broad, relatively flat neutron star mass distribution
extending from 1.2+0.1

−0.2 M� to 2.0+0.3
−0.2 M�. We can confidently identify a rapid decrease in merger

rate versus component mass between neutron star-like masses and black-hole-like masses, but there
is no evidence that the merger rate increases again before 10M�. We also find the binary black hole
mass distribution has localized over- and under-densities relative to a power law distribution, with
peaks emerging at chirp masses of 7.8+0.4

−0.5M� and 26.6+1.3
−1.2M�. While we continue to find the mass

distribution of a binary’s more massive component strongly decreases as a function of primary mass,
we observe no evidence of a strongly suppressed merger rate above ≈ 60M�, which would highlight
the presence of a upper mass gap. The rate of BBH mergers is observed to increase with redshift
at a rate proportional to (1 + z)κ with κ = 2.7+1.8

−1.9 for z . 1. Observed black hole spins are small,
with half of spin magnitudes below χi ≈ 0.26. We observe evidence of negative aligned spins in the
population, and an increase in spin magnitude for systems with more unequal mass ratio. We also
observe evidence of misalignment of spins relative to the orbital angular momentum.

I. INTRODUCTION

We analyze the population properties of black holes
(BHs) and neutron stars (NSs) in compact binary sys-
tems using data through the end of the third observ-
ing run of LIGO–Virgo (O3). Gravitational Wave Tran-
sient Catalog 3 (GWTC-3) [1] combines observations
from the first three observing runs (O1, O2 [2] and
O3 [1, 3, 4]) of the Advanced LIGO [5] and Advanced
Virgo [6] gravitational-wave observatories. Counting only
events with false alarm rate (FAR) of < 0.25 yr−1, we
have two binary neutron star (BNS) events, two neutron
star–black hole (NSBH) events and 63 confident binary
black hole (BBH) events. We distinguish between NSs
and BHs using prior information about the maximum
NS mass, obtained from constraints on the dense-matter
equation of state [7–9]. We use the observed population
of events to infer the properties of the astrophysical BNS,
NSBH and BBH populations. In particular, we infer the
mass and spin distributions of the NS and BH popula-
tions, the overall merger rate, and investigate their cos-
mological evolution.

The population includes a number of exceptional
events, notably the discovery in O3 data of two NSBH
binaries: GW200105 162426 and GW200115 042309 [10].
In these two systems, the primary mass m1 is larger than
the maximum mass allowed by the NS equation of state,
and the secondary mass m2 is consistent with known NS
masses. Here and throughout the paper, the primary
mass m1 refers to the larger of the two component masses

in the binary, while the secondary mass m2 refers to the
smaller of the two. The inclusion of NSBH events en-
ables the first joint analysis of the full BNS–NSBH–BBH
population, including identification of sub-populations of
binaries and any mass gaps between them. We also per-
form an analysis of the NS population properties using
both BNS and NSBH systems.

The increased number of BBH observations allows for
a more detailed investigation of the mass and spin dis-
tributions of BH. Overall, our new observations and re-
sults are consistent with the expectations about the mass
and spin distribution of BBHs derived with our previ-
ous observations through GWTC-2 [11], which capture
broad features on larger parameter scales than those em-
phasized in this study, and which we henceforth denote
coarse-grained features. We demonstrate the use of non-
parametric or broadly modeled methods to characterize
the BBH distribution and use these to identify structure
in the mass distribution. Another feature of our sample is
the accumulation of more BBHs with preferentially neg-
atively aligned spins relative to their orbital angular mo-
mentum (e.g., GW191109 010717, GW200225 060421),
albeit at a significance that could occur by chance in our
large catalog. Finally, the larger sample size allows for
more detailed investigations of correlations between black
hole masses and spins.

In this work, we adopt a high-purity set of candidate
events whose selection biases we understand. Our cho-
sen FAR threshold both ensures a sufficiently pure sam-
ple for the analyses performed in this work, particularly
of the four binaries containing NS in our sample. How-
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ever, due to the higher observed rate of BBH mergers,
even at a less stringent threshold of < 1 yr−1 the rela-
tive proportion of background events remains below 10%
for analyses of BBH; we therefore adopt this less strin-
gent threshold for analyses of solely the BBH popula-
tion. Both sensitivity thresholds omit several candidates
of moderate significance identified in recent work, includ-
ing candidates identified by our own search [1, 4], which
have required the probability of an event being of astro-
physical origin, pastro > 0.5 [12]. For example, our chosen
FAR threshold excludes some of the most massive events
identified in GWTC-3 [1] (e.g., GW190403 051519 and
GW200220 061928). We briefly discuss these events, and
those identified by other groups, in the context of our re-
constructed populations.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows.
In Section II we summarize observations we reported
through O3, then highlight our key conclusions about
them obtained in this study. In Section III we describe
the hierarchical method used to fit population models
to data, and to validate their results. In Section IV we
describe analyses for the whole compact binary popu-
lation, including both BHs and NSs. In Section V we
describe our results for binaries containing one or more
NSs. In Section VI and VII we describe our results for
BBH masses and spins respectively. In Section VIII we
discuss results obtained with other searches or selection
criteria, comparing to the populations identified in this
work. In Section IX we discuss the astrophysical inter-
pretation of our observations and population inferences.
In Section X we comment on prospects for future searches
for the stochastic background of gravitational radiation
from all compact binary mergers on our past light cone
during the next observing run. We conclude in Section XI
with the significance of our results. In our Appendices,
we provide the details of how we estimate sensitivity to
compact binary mergers (Appendix A), a comprehensive
description of the population models used in this work
(Appendix B), methods we used to validate our study

against prominent sources of systematic error (Appendix
C), and additional details ofthe BBH results (Appendix
D). In Appendix E, we provide revised posterior distri-
butions for all events used in this work, each reassessed
using information obtained from an estimate for the full
population.

II. SUMMARY OF OBSERVATIONS AND
RESULTS

A total of 90 compact binary coalescences (CBCs) have
been detected in the first three observing runs [1]. The
threshold used in GWTC-3 requires a probability of as-
trophysical origin of at least 50%. For the population
analysis presented here, it is preferable to work with a dif-
ferent threshold to ensure lower contamination from sig-
nals of non-astrophysical origin, and to reduce the model
dependence in assessing probabilities of astrophysical ori-
gin. Consequently, for the majority of analyses presented
in this paper, we require a FAR of < 0.25 yr−1 in at least
one of the search analyses in GWTC-3. This threshold
limits the number of events to 67; at this threshold, we
expect approximately one event not to be of astrophysical
origin. For BBH focused analyses, we loosen the thresh-
old to a FAR < 1 yr−1 due to the higher observed rate of
BBH mergers, giving 76 events with available parameter
estimates, of which approximately 4.6 are expected to be
non-astrophysical. This significantly expands the num-
ber of observations since GWTC-2, which included 50
events, of which 47 had FAR of < 1 yr−1 and were used
in our previous population analysis [11]. Table I shows
selected properties of all events used to infer the astro-
physical population of binary mergers in the Universe.
The table contains all events with FAR < 1 yr−1, with
less significant events having FAR between 1 yr−1 and
0.25 yr−1 which are excluded from all but the BBH anal-
yses clearly identified. Henceforth, we abbreviate candi-
date names by omitting the last six digits when unam-
biguous.

Name FARmin (yr−1) pastro m1/M� m2/M� M/M� χeff First appears in

GW150914 < 1× 10−5 > .99 35.6+4.7
−3.1 30.6+3.0

−4.4 28.6+1.7
−1.5 −0.01+0.12

−0.13 [13]

GW151012 7.92×10−03 > .99 23.2+14.9
−5.5 13.6+4.1

−4.8 15.2+2.1
−1.2 0.05+0.31

−0.20 [14]

GW151226 < 1× 10−5 > .99 13.7+8.8
−3.2 7.7+2.2

−2.5 8.9+0.3
−0.3 0.18+0.20

−0.12 [15]

GW170104 < 1× 10−5 > .99 30.8+7.3
−5.6 20.0+4.9

−4.6 21.4+2.2
−1.8 −0.04+0.17

−0.21 [16]

GW170608 < 1× 10−5 > .99 11.0+5.5
−1.7 7.6+1.4

−2.2 7.9+0.2
−0.2 0.03+0.19

−0.07 [17]

GW170729 1.80×10−01 0.98 50.2+16.2
−10.2 34.0+9.1

−10.1 35.4+6.5
−4.8 0.37+0.21

−0.25 [2]

GW170809 < 1× 10−5 > .99 35.0+8.3
−5.9 23.8+5.1

−5.2 24.9+2.1
−1.7 0.08+0.17

−0.17 [2]

GW170814 < 1× 10−5 > .99 30.6+5.6
−3.0 25.2+2.8

−4.0 24.1+1.4
−1.1 0.07+0.12

−0.12 [18]

GW170817 < 1× 10−5 > .99 1.46+0.12
−0.10 1.27+0.09

−0.09 1.186+0.001
−0.001 0.00+0.02

−0.01 [19]

GW170818 < 1× 10−5 > .99 35.4+7.5
−4.7 26.7+4.3

−5.2 26.5+2.1
−1.7 −0.09+0.18

−0.21 [2]

GW170823 < 1× 10−5 > .99 39.5+11.2
−6.7 29.0+6.7

−7.8 29.2+4.6
−3.6 0.09+0.22

−0.26 [2]

GW190408 181802 < 1× 10−5 > .99 24.6+5.1
−3.4 18.4+3.3

−3.6 18.3+1.9
−1.2 −0.03+0.14

−0.19 [3]

GW190412 053044 < 1× 10−5 > .99 30.1+4.7
−5.1 8.3+1.6

−0.9 13.3+0.4
−0.3 0.25+0.08

−0.11 [20]
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GW190413 134308 1.81×10−01 0.99 47.5+13.5
−10.7 31.8+11.7

−10.8 33.0+8.2
−5.4 −0.03+0.25

−0.29 [3]

GW190421 213856 2.83×10−03 > .99 41.3+10.4
−6.9 31.9+8.0

−8.8 31.2+5.9
−4.2 −0.06+0.22

−0.27 [3]

GW190425 081805 3.38×10−02 0.78 2.0+0.6
−0.3 1.4+0.3

−0.3 1.44+0.02
−0.02 0.06+0.11

−0.05 [21]

GW190503 185404 < 1× 10−5 > .99 43.3+9.2
−8.1 28.4+7.7

−8.0 30.2+4.2
−4.2 −0.03+0.20

−0.26 [3]

GW190512 180714 < 1× 10−5 > .99 23.3+5.3
−5.8 12.6+3.6

−2.5 14.6+1.3
−1.0 0.03+0.12

−0.13 [3]

GW190513 205428 < 1× 10−5 > .99 35.7+9.5
−9.2 18.0+7.7

−4.1 21.6+3.8
−1.9 0.11+0.28

−0.17 [3]

GW190517 055101 3.47×10−04 > .99 37.4+11.7
−7.6 25.3+7.0

−7.3 26.6+4.0
−4.0 0.52+0.19

−0.19 [3]

GW190519 153544 < 1× 10−5 > .99 66.0+10.7
−12.0 40.5+11.0

−11.1 44.5+6.4
−7.1 0.31+0.20

−0.22 [3]

GW190521 030229 < 1× 10−5 > .99 95.3+28.7
−18.9 69.0+22.7

−23.1 69.2+17.0
−10.6 0.03+0.32

−0.39 [22]

GW190521 074359 1.00×10−02 > .99 42.2+5.9
−4.8 32.8+5.4

−6.4 32.1+3.2
−2.5 0.09+0.10

−0.13 [22]

GW190527 092055 2.28×10−01 0.85 36.5+16.4
−9.0 22.6+10.5

−8.1 24.3+9.1
−4.2 0.11+0.28

−0.28 [3]

GW190602 175927 < 1× 10−5 > .99 69.1+15.7
−13.0 47.8+14.3

−17.4 49.1+9.1
−8.5 0.07+0.25

−0.24 [3]

GW190620 030421 1.12×10−02 0.99 57.1+16.0
−12.7 35.5+12.2

−12.3 38.3+8.3
−6.5 0.33+0.22

−0.25 [3]

GW190630 185205 < 1× 10−5 > .99 35.1+6.9
−5.6 23.7+5.2

−5.1 24.9+2.1
−2.1 0.10+0.12

−0.13 [3]

GW190701 203306 5.71×10−03 0.99 53.9+11.8
−8.0 40.8+8.7

−12.0 40.3+5.4
−4.9 −0.07+0.23

−0.29 [3]

GW190706 222641 < 1× 10−5 > .99 67.0+14.6
−16.2 38.2+14.6

−13.3 42.7+10.0
−7.0 0.28+0.26

−0.29 [3]

GW190707 093326 < 1× 10−5 > .99 11.6+3.3
−1.7 8.4+1.4

−1.7 8.5+0.6
−0.5 −0.05+0.10

−0.08 [3]

GW190708 232457 3.09×10−04 > .99 17.6+4.7
−2.3 13.2+2.0

−2.7 13.2+0.9
−0.6 0.02+0.10

−0.08 [3]

GW190720 000836 < 1× 10−5 > .99 13.4+6.7
−3.0 7.8+2.3

−2.2 8.9+0.5
−0.8 0.18+0.14

−0.12 [3]

GW190727 060333 < 1× 10−5 > .99 38.0+9.5
−6.2 29.4+7.1

−8.4 28.6+5.3
−3.7 0.11+0.26

−0.25 [3]

GW190728 064510 < 1× 10−5 > .99 12.3+7.2
−2.2 8.1+1.7

−2.6 8.6+0.5
−0.3 0.12+0.20

−0.07 [3]

GW190803 022701 7.32×10−02 0.94 37.3+10.6
−7.0 27.3+7.8

−8.2 27.3+5.7
−4.1 −0.03+0.24

−0.27 [3]

GW190814 211039 < 1× 10−5 > .99 23.2+1.1
−1.0 2.59+0.08

−0.09 6.09+0.06
−0.06 0.00+0.06

−0.06 [23]

GW190828 063405 < 1× 10−5 > .99 32.1+5.8
−4.0 26.2+4.6

−4.8 25.0+3.4
−2.1 0.19+0.15

−0.16 [3]

GW190828 065509 < 1× 10−5 > .99 24.1+7.0
−7.2 10.2+3.6

−2.1 13.3+1.2
−1.0 0.08+0.16

−0.16 [3]

GW190910 112807 2.87×10−03 > .99 43.9+7.6
−6.1 35.6+6.3

−7.2 34.3+4.1
−4.1 0.02+0.18

−0.18 [3]

GW190915 235702 < 1× 10−5 > .99 35.3+9.5
−6.4 24.4+5.6

−6.1 25.3+3.2
−2.7 0.02+0.20

−0.25 [3]

GW190924 021846 < 1× 10−5 > .99 8.9+7.0
−2.0 5.0+1.4

−1.9 5.8+0.2
−0.2 0.03+0.30

−0.09 [3]

GW190925 232845 7.20×10−03 0.99 21.8+6.1
−3.3 15.2+2.7

−3.1 15.8+0.8
−0.6 0.09+0.1

−0.09 [4]

GW190929 012149 1.55×10−01 0.87 80.8+33.0
−33.2 24.1+19.3

−10.6 35.8+14.9
−8.2 0.01+0.34

−0.33 [3]

GW190930 133541 1.23×10−02 > .99 12.3+12.4
−2.3 7.8+1.7

−3.3 8.5+0.5
−0.5 0.14+0.31

−0.15 [3]

GW191105 143521 1.18×10−02 > .99 10.7+3.7
−1.6 7.7+1.4

−1.9 7.82+0.61
−0.45 −0.02+0.13

−0.09 [1]

GW191109 010717 1.80×10−04 > .99 65+11
−11 47+15

−13 47.5+9.6
−7.5 −0.29+0.42

−0.31 [1]

GW191127 050227 2.49×10−01 0.49 53+47
−20 24+17

−14 29.9+11.7
−9.1 0.18+0.34

−0.36 [1]

GW191129 134029 < 1× 10−5 > .99 10.7+4.1
−2.1 6.7+1.5

−1.7 7.31+0.43
−0.28 0.06+0.16

−0.08 [1]

GW191204 171526 < 1× 10−5 > .99 11.9+3.3
−1.8 8.2+1.4

−1.6 8.55+0.38
−0.27 0.16+0.08

−0.05 [1]

GW191215 223052 < 1× 10−5 > .99 24.9+7.1
−4.1 18.1+3.8

−4.1 18.4+2.2
−1.7 −0.04+0.17

−0.21 [1]

GW191216 213338 < 1× 10−5 > .99 12.1+4.6
−2.3 7.7+1.6

−1.9 8.33+0.22
−0.19 0.11+0.13

−0.06 [1]

GW191222 033537 < 1× 10−5 > .99 45.1+10.9
−8.0 34.7+9.3

−10.5 33.8+7.1
−5.0 −0.04+0.20

−0.25 [1]

GW191230 180458 5.02×10−02 0.95 49.4+14.0
−9.6 37+11

−12 36.5+8.2
−5.6 −0.05+0.26

−0.31 [1]

GW200105 162426 2.04×10−01 0.36 8.9+1.2
−1.5 1.9+0.3

−0.2 3.41+0.08
−0.07 −0.01+0.11

−0.15 [10]

GW200112 155838 < 1× 10−5 > .99 35.6+6.7
−4.5 28.3+4.4

−5.9 27.4+2.6
−2.1 0.06+0.15

−0.15 [1]

GW200115 042309 < 1× 10−5 > .99 5.9+2.0
−2.5 1.44+0.85

−0.29 2.43+0.05
−0.07 −0.15+0.24

−0.42 [10]

GW200128 022011 4.29×10−03 > .99 42.2+11.6
−8.1 32.6+9.5

−9.2 32.0+7.5
−5.5 0.12+0.24

−0.25 [1]

GW200129 065458 < 1× 10−5 > .99 34.5+9.9
−3.2 28.9+3.4

−9.3 27.2+2.1
−2.3 0.11+0.11

−0.16 [1]

GW200202 154313 < 1× 10−5 > .99 10.1+3.5
−1.4 7.3+1.1

−1.7 7.49+0.24
−0.20 0.04+0.13

−0.06 [1]

GW200208 130117 3.11×10−04 > .99 37.8+9.2
−6.2 27.4+6.1

−7.4 27.7+3.6
−3.1 −0.07+0.22

−0.27 [1]

GW200209 085452 4.64×10−02 0.95 35.6+10.5
−6.8 27.1+7.8

−7.8 26.7+6.0
−4.2 −0.12+0.24

−0.30 [1]

GW200219 094415 9.94×10−04 > .99 37.5+10.1
−6.9 27.9+7.4

−8.4 27.6+5.6
−3.8 −0.08+0.23

−0.29 [1]

GW200224 222234 < 1× 10−5 > .99 40.0+6.9
−4.5 32.5+5.0

−7.2 31.1+3.2
−2.6 0.10+0.15

−0.15 [1]

GW200225 060421 < 1× 10−5 > .99 19.3+5.0
−3.0 14.0+2.8

−3.5 14.2+1.5
−1.4 −0.12+0.17

−0.28 [1]

GW200302 015811 1.12×10−01 0.91 37.8+8.7
−8.5 20.0+8.1

−5.7 23.4+4.7
−3.0 0.01+0.25

−0.26 [1]

GW200311 115853 < 1× 10−5 > .99 34.2+6.4
−3.8 27.7+4.1

−5.9 26.6+2.4
−2.0 −0.02+0.16

−0.20 [1]
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GW200316 215756 < 1× 10−5 > .99 13.1+10.2
−2.9 7.8+1.9

−2.9 8.75+0.62
−0.55 0.13+0.27

−0.10 [1]

GW190413 052954 8.17×10−01 0.93 34.7+12.6
−8.1 23.7+7.3

−6.7 24.6+5.5
−4.1 −0.01+0.29

−0.34 [3]

GW190426 152155 9.12×10−01 0.14 5.7+3.9
−2.3 1.5+0.8

−0.5 2.41+0.08
−0.08 −0.03+0.32

−0.30 [4]

GW190719 215514 6.31×10−01 0.92 36.5+18.0
−10.3 20.8+9.0

−7.2 23.5+6.5
−4.0 0.32+0.29

−0.31 [3]

GW190725 174728 4.58×10−01 0.96 12.1+9.6
−3.4 6.0+2.4

−2.2 7.3+0.6
−0.5 −0.06+0.36

−0.22 [24]

GW190731 140936 3.35×10−01 0.78 41.5+12.2
−9.0 28.8+9.7

−9.5 29.5+7.1
−5.2 0.06+0.24

−0.24 [3]

GW190805 211137 6.28×10−01 0.95 48.4+19.4
−12.2 29.8+11.7

−9.7 32.5+7.9
−5.5 0.44+0.23

−0.33 [4]

GW190917 114630 6.56×10−01 0.77 9.1+3.6
−3.6 2.2+1.1

−0.5 3.7+0.2
−0.2 −0.14+0.27

−0.4 [4]

GW191103 012549 4.58×10−01 0.94 11.8+6.2
−2.2 7.9+1.7

−2.4 8.34+0.66
−0.57 0.21+0.16

−0.10 [1]

GW200216 220804 3.50×10−01 0.77 51+22
−13 30+14

−16 32.9+9.3
−8.5 0.10+0.34

−0.36 [1]

TABLE I: A table of GW events that meet the criteria for inclusion
in this work. Events are separated by a horizontal line into sections of
FARmin < 0.25 yr−1 and FARmin ≥ 0.25 yr−1 (lower), where FARmin

is the smallest FAR reported over all pipelines. Within these sections,
events are listed by the date they were detected. Columns provide the
FAR, pastro (from the pipeline with the smallest FAR), and previously-
reported estimates of selected parameters. The low-significance event
GW190531 is not included, lacking parameter inferences.

Fig. 1 shows the properties of the new observations
included in this analysis [1]. The shaded regions show
two-dimensional marginal distributions for individual
events. For reference, the black contours show expected
two-dimensional marginal distribution for observed BBH
events deduced in our previous analysis of GWTC-2 (the
Powerlaw+peak model from [11]). In these plots and
henceforth, we define q = m2/m1 and chirp mass

M = (m1m2)3/5/(m1 +m2)1/5 . (1)

The dimensionless spin of each black hole is denoted χi =
Si/m

2
i and the effective inspiral spin parameter [26]

χeff =
(m1χ1 +m2χ2) · L̂

m1 +m2
, (2)

where L̂ is the instantaneous orbital angular momen-
tum direction. Finally, z is the redshift of the event,
inferred from the measured luminosity distance using
H0 = 67.9km s−1 Mpc−1 and Ωm = 0.3065 [27]. From
these plots, we make several observations that motivate
the investigations and results presented in the remainder
of the paper.

Neutron star-black hole binaries. The two NSBH
binary observations GW200105 and GW200115 [10] are
apparent in Fig. 1 as two of the lowest-mass new sources.
Prior to O3, gravitational wave and Galactic observa-
tions had not identified any NSBH binaries [10]. We
now know that these objects exist and merge, occupying
a previously unexplored region in the mass and merger
rate parameter space. NSBHs form a distinct population
from the BNS and most BBHs, motivating the detailed
multi-component analyses pursued in Sec. IV. For the
first time, we are able to present rates for BNS, NSBH
and BBH inferred jointly from an analysis of all obser-
vations. The NSBH merger rate is substantially larger
than the BBH merger rate. As a result, our joint anal-
yses produce a marginal mass distribution p(m1) which

differs substantially from our previous work, and from
analyses in this work based solely on BBHs: the NSBH
merger rate overwhelms the BBH rate at low mass.

Lower Mass Gap. We identify a relative dearth of
observations of binaries with component masses between
3M� and 5M�. This underabundance is visible in the
spectrum of observed primary masses plotted in Fig. 1.
Gravitational wave and Galactic observations through
O3a were consistent with a mass gap for compact objects
between the heaviest NSs and the least massive BHs [28–
31]. The gap was thought to extend from roughly 3M�
to 5M�, potentially due to the physics of core-collapse
supernova explosions [32–36]. Both Galactic and gravita-
tional wave observations made contemporaneously with
O3 challenge this assumption [23, 37, 38]. Most notably,
the secondary in GW190814 sits just above the maxi-
mum mass that the dense-matter equation of state is
expected to support [23]. The primary of GW200115
[1, 10] may also lie above the maximum NS mass but be-
low 5M�. Due to considerable uncertainty in their mass
ratio, several binaries’ secondaries may also hail from this
gap region between 3M� and 5M�. We investigate the
prospect of a mass gap in Sec. IV C, treating all compact
objects equivalently.

NS mass distribution. The observation of NSBH
binaries enables a detailed study of the observed mass
distribution of NSs, combining results from both BNSs
and NSBHs. We discuss this in detail in Sec. V, compar-
ing source classifications informed by the NS equation
of state (EOS) as well as the inferred location of the
lower mass gap. The inferred NS mass distribution, al-
beit based upon a limited sample of observations, does
not exhibit a peak at 1.35M�; in contrast, radio obser-
vations of Galactic BNS favor such a peak [39–41]. We
investigate the impact of outliers in the mass distribution
in Sec. V C, particularly GW190814 whose secondary
mass lies above the otherwise inferred NS mass range.

Additional substructure in the BBH mass dis-
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GWTC-2 BBH Predictions

FIG. 1. New observations since GWTC-2. The measured properties of new CBC candidates announced since GWTC-2 with
FAR< 1/yr and reported parameters (blue shaded regions), compared to the expected population of detected BBHs (black
contours) as inferred from past analysis of GWTC-2 with the same FAR threshold [25]. The left hand plot shows the inferred
primary mass m1 and mass ratio q; the center plot shows the effective spin χeff and chirp mass M and the right plot shows
redshift z and primary mass. The least-massive sources in this sample include NSBH events GW200105 and GW200115.

FIG. 2. Illustrating substructure in the chirp mass distribution for BBH (with FAR < 1 yr−1, excluding GW190814, as in
Sec. VI). Top The individual-event observations versus chirp mass (grey) and an inferred distribution of the observed chirp
mass distribution (black solid) using an adaptive kernel density estimator [42, 43]. The kernel bandwidth is optimized for the
local event density and a 90% confidence interval (black dashed) is obtained by bootstrapping [44]. Bottom The solid curve is
the predicted chirp mass distribution obtained using the flexible mixture model framework (FM); see Sec. III for details. The
distribution shows three clusters at low masses and a lack of mergers in the chirp-mass range 10− 12M�.
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tribution. The observed masses of BBH binaries are
clumped. This is most visible on the central panel in
Fig. 1, where overdensities in the chirp mass distribution
from 8 to 10M� and around 30M� are visible. In Fig. 2,
we show the one-dimensional chirp mass distribution for
BBH events. The top panel shows the observations for
individual events, overlaid with the observed distribu-
tion. The observations cluster in chirp mass, with about
one-eighth of observed events having chirp masses within
8–10.5M�. Compared to chirp mass accuracy for these
events . 1M�, this region is well-separated from the
next most massive binaries in chirp mass. There is also
a significant overdensity at M ≈ 30M� and a weaker
feature at 15M�. These features were previously iden-
tified using only GWTC-2 [45–48]. In the bottom panel
of Fig. 2, we show the inferred astrophysical distribution
of chirp mass, as recovered by the same Flexible mix-
tures (FM) approach that first identified these modula-
tions [45, 49]. The features in the observed distribution
are mirrored in the astrophysical one. In Section VI we
show that these features are robustly identified by sev-
eral independent analyses, and demonstrate that the ob-
served structure in the mass distribution is highly signif-
icant. Since strong features correlated with chirp mass,
but independent of mass ratio, are a priori astrophysi-
cally unlikely, these significant overdensities suggest the
two-dimensional marginal distribution of the BBH popu-
lation should also have significant substructure and local-
ized overdensities. We explore this in detail in Sec. VI B

BBH Rate evolution with redshift. We find that
the merger rate density increases with redshift. The right
plot in Figure 1 shows the distribution of events as a
function of redshift. While there is a clear evolution of
the observed mass distribution with redshift, this arises
from the detectors’ greater sensitivity to higher mass sys-
tems. Consequently, from Fig. 1 alone, we are not able
to draw inferences about the evolution of the population
or merger rate with redshift. We explore these issues
in detail in Sec. VI D, where we show that there is no
evidence for the evolution of the mass distribution with
redshift. However, the merger rate density does increase
with redshift. Modeling the rate as ∝ (1 + z)κ, we find
that κ = 2.7+1.8

−1.9. Our analysis strongly disfavors the
possibility that the merger rate does not evolve with red-
shift.

Low BBH spins. The BBH detections exhibit effec-
tive inspiral spins concentrated about χeff ≈ 0, with the
highest inferred spins below 0.6. The spread is consistent
with expectations from GWTC-2. The events include in-
dividual candidates that probably have negative effective
inspiral spin, consistent with our previous conclusion that
the spin distribution contains events with χeff < 0.

III. METHODS

A. Data and event selection

We consider candidate events identified by our search
analyses for compact binary mergers using archival
data, comprising results from the GstLAL [50–52], Py-
CBC [53–58], and MBTA [59] analyses using template-
based matched filtering techniques, and the cWB [60, 61]
analysis using an excess-energy search that does not as-
sume a physically parameterized signal model. Details of
these analyses and the configurations used for O3 data
are given in [1, 3, 4]. Out of the thousands of candi-
dates produced, only a small minority correspond to as-
trophysical merger signals, most being caused by instru-
mental noise. While methods are emerging for perform-
ing a joint population analysis including both signal and
noise events [12, 62–64], here we largely follow a simple
procedure [11, 25] of imposing a significance threshold to
identify events for our population analysis and implicitly
treating all events passing the threshold as true signals.
The choice of threshold will then limit the expected level
of noise contamination.

The analyses calculate a ranking statistic for all can-
didate events, which is used as the basis for estimat-
ing the events’ FARs. The ranking statistic allows for
sources over a broad parameter space of binary compo-
nent masses and spins to be detected, without making
strong assumptions on the form of the source distribu-
tion (except in the case of PyCBC-BBH, specialized for
comparable-mass BBH mergers). The analyses addition-
ally calculate an estimate of the probability of astrophys-
ical (signal) origin, pastro, using analysis-specific assump-
tions on the form of the signal distribution (detailed in
[1, 4]). Since, in this work, we explore a range of different
assumptions and models for the binary merger popula-
tion, we define our event set by imposing a threshold on
FAR values, rather than on pastro [11].

Our searches and event validation techniques for grav-
itational wave transients have so far identified 76 candi-
dates with FAR below 1 yr−1 in LIGO and Virgo data
through O3. Table I presents these events. In our anal-
ysis here, we remove candidates with probable instru-
mental origin (e.g., 200219 201407 [1]). Assuming our
analyses produce noise triggers independently, we expect∑
kRTk ' 4.6 false events in our sample, where R is

the false alarm rate and Tk is an estimate of the time
examined by the kth search. For the population studies
presented here, the event list can be further restricted by
additional FAR thresholds to identify a high-purity list
of candidates and to assess the stability of our results
to changes in threshold. The choice of FAR threshold
to achieve a given level of noise contamination will de-
pend on the number of significant event candidates (and
hence, likely signals) considered for an analysis. The
most prominent difference concerns analyses for binaries
with one or more NS components, in Sections IV and
V, as opposed to analyses which only consider BBH sys-
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tems, in Sections VI and VII. While our data set contains
many tens of confidently detected BBH mergers, there is
only a handful of comparably significant BNS or NSBH
events. This leads us to impose a more stringent thresh-
old of FAR < 0.25 yr−1 for all analyses considering NS
systems.

Because population reconstruction requires careful un-
derstanding of search selection biases, we do not include
candidates identified by independent analyses [65–71] of
the publicly released LIGO and Virgo data [72, 73]. Pre-
vious studies [63, 64] suggest that our results are un-
likely to change significantly with the inclusion of these
events. We similarly omit any triggers produced from
our focused IMBH or eccentric binary searches [74], as
we have not assessed their sensitivity to the full mass
range investigated here using the consistent framework
adopted for our primary results. These searches also did
not yield any additional significant detections. Future
analyses may be able to include events from multiple in-
dependent catalogs with a unified framework for calcu-
lating event significance independently of specific search
methods [75, 76].

Parameter estimation results for each candidate
event [3] were obtained using the lalinference [77],
RIFT [78, 79], or Bilby [80, 81] analyses. The parameter
estimation analyses use Bayesian sampling methods to
produce fair draws from the posterior distribution func-
tion of the source parameters, conditioned on the data
and a given model for the signal and noise [82]. Un-
less otherwise noted, we use previously-published sam-
ples for each event through GWTC-2.1 [2–4], as well
as for GW200105 and GW200115 [10]. For previously-
reported events through GWTC-2, we adopt the same
parameter and event choices reported in our previous
population study [11]. For O1 events, we use published
samples which equally weight analyses with SEOBNRv3
[83, 84] and IMRPhenomPv2 [85] waveforms, and for
new events reported in the GWTC-2 update [3], we use
published samples with higher order modes, selected by
equally weighting all available higher-order mode analy-
ses (PrecessingIMRPHM). The higher-mode analyses as-
sociated with GWTC-2 do not include calibration un-
certainty. Regarding new events presented in GWTC-
2.1, we use the fiducial analysis reported in that work
(unless otherwise noted) comprised of merged posterior
samples equally drawn from SEOBNRv4PHM [86, 87]
and IMRPhenomXPHM [88]. Both models imple-
ment precession and include beyond-quadrupole radia-
tion for asymptotically quasicircular orbits. For O3b
events newly reported in GWTC-3, we use a set of
parameter estimation samples that are equivalent but
not identical to the publicly released C01:Mixed sam-
ples from [1], which equally weigh two analyses with the
models SEOBNRv4PHM [87] and IMRPhenomPv4PHM
[88]. In comparison to the public GWTC-3 sam-
ples, these samples do not include final downsampling
and backwards spin evolution to 20 Hz for SEOB-
NRv4PHM RIFT runs. Additionally, they lack the im-

pact of calibration error on the SEOBNRv4PHM analy-
ses for GW200316, GW200129, and GW200112, and use
preliminary parameter estimation runs for GW191216
and GW200208 13. Only the samples for GW191216,
GW200129, and GW200208 13 exhibit noticeable differ-
ences in their measured source-frame masses, distances,
or effective spin (Jensen-Shannon divergence greater than
0.005 nats) compared to their counterparts presented in
[1], but these differences are only percent-level shifts in
the measured parameters that are far below the statisti-
cal uncertainties, so we do not expect them to affect the
population inferences herein. A more complete descrip-
tion of the parameter estimation methods and waveform
models used can be found in Section V of [3]. To avoid
ambiguity where multiple versions of these samples ex-
ist, our input posterior samples adopt the D2

L prior on
luminosity distance DL and have reference spins speci-
fied at 20 Hz. In the case of the BNS events GW170817
and GW190425 and the NSBH events GW200105 and
GW200115, two versions of the samples are available: one
that assumes component spins χ1,2 < 0.05 for putative
NS, and a less restrictive but event-dependent bound oth-
erwise (e.g., χ1,2 < 0.99 for GW200105 and GW200115).
We use the latter (high-spin) samples here.

The transfer function between the observed strain and
astrophysical strain is subject to a systematic calibra-
tion uncertainty. Our parameter inferences incorporate
our best estimates of calibration uncertainty, as reported
in previous work. Since calibration uncertainty has been
incorporated independently for each event, we have im-
plicitly assumed any consistent systematic bias applied to
all events is small; we estimate less than 0.54% (1.74%)
effect for LIGO (Virgo) respectively [89, 90]. For O3a,
the amplitude uncertainty was . 3% [91]. Because we as-
sume the secular calibration error is much smaller than
the calibration error envelope applied when analyzing in-
dividual events, we do not incorporate this calibration
uncertainty into our estimates of network sensitivity. In
O3, this calibration uncertainty implies . 10% system-
atic uncertainty in the sensitive spacetime volume and
the inferred merger rate, which is subdominant to our
uncertainties from Poisson counting error for most source
classes and mass regions.

Each foreground event in O3 has been rigorously val-
idated [1]. Out of the 108 triggers examined in O3 (in-
cluding events not included in final search results for this
or our companion papers), only 4 were rejected due to the
presence of instrumental noise artifacts. The number of
vetoed events is comparable to or less than the expected
number of false events for our fiducial analysis threshold,
and far smaller than the number of events examined in
this study.

B. Population analysis framework

To infer the parameters describing population models,
we adopt a hierarchical Bayesian approach, in which we
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marginalize over the uncertainty in our estimate of indi-
vidual event parameters; see, e.g., [92–94]. Given a set of
data, {di}, from Ndet gravitational-wave detections, we
model the total number of events as an inhomogeneous
Poisson process, giving the likelihood of the data given
population parameters Λ as [92, 93, 95]

L({d}, Ndet|Λ, Nexp) ∝

NNdete−Nexp

Ndet∏
i=1

∫
L(di|θ)π(θ|Λ)dθ. (3)

Here, Nexp is the expected number of detections over
the full duration of an observation period for the pop-
ulation model Λ, N = Nexp/ξ(Λ) is the expected num-
ber of mergers over the observation period, with ξ(Λ)
the fraction of mergers that are detectable for a popu-
lation with parameters Λ. The term L(di|θ) is the indi-
vidual event likelihood for the ith event in our data set
that is described by a set of parameters θ. The condi-
tional prior π(θ|Λ) governs the population distribution
on event parameters θ (e.g., the masses, spins, and red-
shifts) given a specific population model and set of hyper-
parameters Λ to describe the model. Constraining the
population hyper-parameters describing the distribution
of gravitational-wave signals according to different mod-
els is one of the primary goals of this paper. A notable
simplification results if a log-uniform prior is imposed on
N ≡ Nexp/ξ(Λ), the total number of events (detectable
or not): one can then marginalize Eq. (3) over N to ob-
tain [93, 94, 96]

L({d}|Λ) ∝
Ndet∏
i=1

∫
L(di|θ)π(θ|Λ)dθ

ξ(Λ)
. (4)

To evaluate the single-event likelihood L(di | θ), we use
posterior samples that are obtained using some default
prior π∅(θ). In this case, we can calculate the integrals
over the likelihood with importance sampling over the
discrete samples where we denote weighted averages over
posterior samples as 〈. . .〉. Equation (4), for example,
becomes

L({d}|Λ) ∝
Ndet∏
i=1

1

ξ(Λ)

〈
π(θ|Λ)

π∅(θ)

〉
, (5)

where the factor of π∅(θ) serves to divide out the prior
used for initial parameter estimation. The likelihoods
are implemented in a variety of software including GW-
Population [97], PopModels [98], Sodapop [99], and
Vamana [49]. Each code evaluates one of the likelihoods
described above for population models, building a pos-
terior with one of the emcee, dynesty, or stan pack-
ages [100–103]. Appendix A describes how we estimate
search sensitivity using synthetic sources.

In this paper, we refer to both the astrophysical dis-
tribution of a parameter – the version as it appears in
nature – and the observed distribution of a parameter

– what appears in our detectors due to selection effects.
The posterior population distribution for a given model
represents our best guess for the astrophysical distribu-
tion of some source parameter θ, averaged over the pos-
terior for population parameters Λ.

pΛ(θ) =

∫
π(θ|Λ)p(Λ|{d}) dΛ . (6)

The subscript Λ indicates that we have marginalized over
population parameters. Meanwhile, the posterior predic-
tive distribution refers to the population-averaged distri-
bution of source parameters θ conditioned on detection.

C. Population models used in this work

In this section, we briefly summarize some of the tools
and ingredients we use to generate phenomenological
models π(θ|Λ) in this work. Appendix B provides a com-
prehensive description of the population models used in
this work, including their functional form and prior as-
sumptions.

1. Parametric mass models

Neutron star mass models: In the analyses that focus
exclusively on the NS-containing events, we model the
NS mass distribution as either a power law or a Gaus-
sian with sharp minimum and maximum mass cutoffs.
The latter shape is inspired by the Galactic double NS
mass distribution [39–41]. In both models, which we call
Power and Peak respectively, we assume that the com-
ponents of BNSs are drawn independently from the com-
mon NS mass distribution. For NSBHs, we assume a
uniform BH mass distribution and random pairing with
NSs.
Fiducial population mass and redshift analysis: In the
fiducial power law plus peak (Power Law + Peak
(PP)) model [96, 104], the mass-redshift distribution (per
unit comoving volume and observer time) was assumed
to be of the form p(m1, q, z) ∝ qβp(m1)(1 + z)κ−1, with
p(m1) a mixture model containing two components: a
power law with some slope and limits; and a Gaussian
with some mean and variance. [In practice, this model
as applied to GWTC-2 also usually included additional
smoothing parameters for the upper and lower limit of
the power law.] The merger rate normalization is cho-
sen such that the source-frame merger rate per comoving
volume at redshift z is given by

R(z) =
dN

dVcdt
(z)

= R0(1 + z)κ,

(7)

where R0 is the local merger rate density at z = 0 and κ
is a free parameter governing the evolution of R(z) with
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higher redshift. The corresponding redshift distribution
of BBHs (per unit redshift interval) is [96]

p(z|κ) ∝ 1

1 + z

dVc
dz

(1 + z)κ, (8)

where the leading factor of (1+z)−1 converts time incre-
ments from the source frame to the detector frame. Past
analyses generally fixed the redshift distribution of bina-
ries, assuming a source-frame merger rate that is constant
and uniform in comoving volume; this choice corresponds
to κ = 0. Our previous population studies [11, 25] addi-
tionally considered an evolving merger rate with variable
κ.
Power Law + Dip + Break model (PDB): To fit the
distribution of BH and NS masses, we use a parameter-
ized model described in [105] and [106], consisting of a
broken power law with a notch filter. The variable depth
of this notch filter allows for a dearth of events between
two potential subpopulations at low and high mass. It
also uses a low-pass filter at high masses to allow for a
potential tapering of the mass distribution at high BH
masses. The component mass distribution is then

p(m|λ) =n(m|Mgap
low ,M

gap
high, A)× l(m|mmax, η)

×


mα1 if m < Mgap

high

mα2 if m > Mgap
high

0 if m > mmax or m < mmin

.
(9)

Here, l(m|mmax, η) is the low pass filter with powerlaw η
applied at mass mmax, n(m|Mgap

low ,M
gap
high, A) is the notch

filter with depth A applied between Mgap
low and Mgap

high. In
this model, the primary and secondary masses are fit by
the same parameters and are related by a pairing function
[107, 108]. Two pairing functions are considered. The
first is random pairing: primary and secondary masses
take independent values so long as m2 < m1. This model
takes the form

p(m1,m2|Λ) ∝ p(m = m1|Λ) p(m = m2|Λ)

×Θ(m2 < m1) ,
(10)

where Θ is the Heaviside step function that enforces pri-
mary masses are greater than secondary masses and Λ
is the full set of eight hyperparameters. The second is
a power-law-in-mass-ratio pairing function, as in [107].
The full mass distribution in the power-law-in-mass-ratio
model is thus described by

p(m1,m2|Λ) ∝ p(m = m1|Λ) p(m = m2|Λ)

× qβΘ(m2 < m1) .
(11)

Unless otherwise stated, the results from the random
pairing model are presented in this work.

2. Spin models

Fiducial population spin analyses: Compact binary spins
may be parameterized in several different ways. In addi-
tion to the dimensionless spin magnitudes χi (i ∈ {1, 2})

and the polar tilt angles θi between each spin vector and
a binary’s orbital angular momentum [109], we often ap-
peal to the effective spin parameters χeff and χp. The
effective inspiral spin χeff characterizes a mass-averaged
spin angular momentum in the direction parallel to the
binaries orbital angular momentum. The effective pre-
cessing spin χp, meanwhile, corresponds approximately
to the degree of in-plane spin, and phenomenologically
parametrizes the rate of relativistic precession of the or-
bital plane [110]:

χp = max
[
χ1 sin θ1,

(
3 + 4q

4 + 3q

)
qχ2 sin θ2

]
. (12)

We leverage these two descriptions to explore the na-
ture of BBH spins in two complementary ways. First,
we use the Default spin model [111] to directly mea-
sure the distribution of BBH component spin magnitudes
and tilts. We model component spin magnitudes as being
independently and identically drawn from a Beta distri-
bution [110], with

p(χi|αχ, βχ) ∝ χα−1
i (1− χi)β−1

. (13)

Values of the shape parameters αχ and βχ are restricted
to αχ > 1 and βχ > 1 to ensure a non-singular compo-
nent spin distribution. We describe component spin tilts,
in turn, via a mixture between two sub-populations, one
with isotropically oriented tilts and another with tilts
preferentially concentrated about θi = 0 [111]:

p(cos θi|ζ, σt) =
1

2
(1− ζ) + ζ N[−1,1](cos θi; 1, σt). (14)

Here, N[−1,1](cos θi; 1, σt) is a normal distribution trun-
cated to the interval −1 ≤ cos θi ≤ 1, centered at 1
with a standard deviation σt. The mixing parameter ζ
governs the relative fraction of systems drawn from each
sub-population. The form of Eq. (14) is motivated by a
desire to capture the behavior of BBHs originating from
both dynamical and isolated evolution channels, which
are expected to yield preferentially isotropic and aligned
spin orientations, respectively. Perfect spin–orbit align-
ment across the BBH population would correspond to
ζ = 1 or σt = 0, which our prior analysis on GWTC-
2 ruled out at high confidence [11]. This default spin
model is characterized by two parameters characterizing
the spin magnitude distribution (e.g., α, β) and two pa-
rameters characterizing the spin misalignment mixture
model (i.e., ξ, σt). In part because this parameterization
approaches isotropy in two independent limits (σt = 0
or ζ = 1), it assigns high prior weight to nearly-isotropic
spin distributions.
Gaussian spin model : Our second approach is to instead
seek to measure the distribution of effective spin param-
eters χeff and χp. In this case, we phenomenologically
model the joint χeff–χp distribution as a bivariate Gaus-
sian [112, 113]:

p(χeff , χp|µeff , σeff , µp, σp, r) ∝ N (χeff , χp|µ,Σ), (15)
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centered at µ = (µeff , µp) and with a covariance matrix

Σ =

(
σ2

eff rσeffσp

rσeffσp σ2
p

)
. (16)

Equation (15) is truncated to the intervals −1 ≤ χeff ≤ 1
and 0 ≤ χp ≤ 1 over which the effective spin parameters
are defined. This second model has five parameters for
spin: two mean values and three parameters describing
the covariance.

3. Multi-source mixture model

Multi source model (MS): MS models all source cat-
egories in a mixture model, with one subpopulation for
BNS, NSBH, and BBH. The BBH subpopulation follows
the MultiSpin model introduced in [11]. This model
features a power law continuum qβmα

1 , plus a peak mod-
eled as a bivariate Gaussian in m1,m2. Consequently,
the mass distribution is similar to the PP model. How-
ever, the spin distribution in the power law and Gaussian
subpopulations are independent, as are the primary and
secondary spins, with each of the four scenarios following
the Default spin model, with ζ ≡ 1.

New to MS are two additional bivariate Gaussian
subpopulations, characterizing BNS and NSBH merg-
ers. The BH component of NSBH follow an independent
Gaussian mass distribution. As with BBH, these BH fol-
low an independent Default spin model with ζ = 1.
All three types of NS (two in BNS and one in NSBH)
are assumed to follow the same Gaussian mass distribu-
tion. Each type of NS follows an independent Default
spin model, except here the spin magnitudes are scaled
down to χmax = 0.05, and ζ ≡ 0 since tilts are not well
measured.

4. Nonparametric models

Power Law + Spline model (PS): The PS model pa-
rameterizes perturbations to a simpler phenomenological
primary mass model, that is modeled as a cubic spline
function.

pPS(m1|Λ, {fi}) ∝ p(m1|Λ) exp[f(m1|{fi})] . (17)

Here, f(m1|{fi}) is the perturbation function interpo-
lated from a set of n knots, fixed uniformly in logm1

space, and with heights {fi} [46]. In this work, we choose
as a base model a truncated power law [11, 114] with a
low mass taper, similar to our fiducial model but lacking
a Gaussian peak in p(m1). This model has all the param-
eters of the truncated model in mass and spin, as well as
an additional parameter that characterizes the low mass
tapering and n more describing the heights of the cubic
spline knots.
Flexible mixtures model (FM): Vamana, the FM
model, characterizes the population as a mixture model,

summing over individually separable components de-
scribing the distribution of chirp mass, mass ratio, and
χi,z [49]. Each component is composed of a Gaussian
to model the chirp mass, another Gaussian to model the
aligned-spin component, and a power law to model the
mass ratio distribution. The weights follow a uniform
prior and are proposed using a Dirichlet distribution.
We choose eleven components. This choice maximizes
the marginal likelihood; however, our results are robust
against selecting different numbers of components.
Binned Gaussian process model (BGP): We also
model the two-dimensional mass distribution as a binned
Gaussian Process based on methods outlined in [115,
116]. In this approach, while the redshift and spin dis-
tribution are fixed (here, to uniform in comoving vol-
ume and isotropic and uniform in magnitude, respec-
tively), we assume the merger rate over distinct mass
bins is related via a Gaussian process that correlates the
merger rates of neighboring bins. We use conventional
techniques provided by pymc3 [117] to explore the hy-
perparameters of the Gaussian process, in particular its
covariance, to optimally reproduce our data.

IV. BINARY MERGER POPULATION ACROSS
ALL MASSES

In this Section, we jointly analyze the masses of all
events in Table I for several reasons. First, it allows
for the inclusion of all events regardless of their inferred
source type. This eliminates issues of ambiguity in source
classification for a number of events in O3. Second, it
makes possible the detection and characterization of ad-
ditional features such as a lower mass gap between the
lowest-mass objects (likely though not necessarily NS)
and the more massive BH populations [105], or mul-
tiple subpopulations [116]. Third, it facilitates a self-
consistent calculation of merger rates in different regions
of the mass spectrum without explicitly counting the
number of events in each category [12, 118]. Last, it nat-
urally produces an overall rate of compact binary coales-
cences that does not require combining rates produced
by disjoint models which may have differing systemat-
ics. We choose a detection threshold of FAR < 0.25 yr−1

which ensures even sub-populations and features driven
by a few events are not contaminated by our background.

When searching for features in the population of com-
pact binary coalescences, we want to draw robust con-
clusions, stable to different choices of model and ap-
proach. We, therefore, fit three independent population
models, described in Sec. III. The PDB model uses a
parametrized dip in the mass distribution to characterize
modulations of a simple broken power law at low mass.
The BGP model is a nonparametric method allowing con-
siderable flexibility in the mass distribution, constrained
only weakly by certain smoothness priors. The BGP and
PDB models assume an isotropically-oriented, uniform-
in-magnitude spin distribution for simplicity. For most
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merging binaries and particularly those with component
masses below 10M�, spin effects have a highly sub-
dominant impact on our sensitivity and thus on our infer-
ences about the compact binary merger rate distribution
versus mass. By contrast, the MS model uses a multi-
component mixture model, treating the mass, rate, and
spin parameters of each component almost entirely in-
dependently. However, to be directly comparable to the
BBH-only analyses presented in Sec. VI, our MS analy-
sis omits the outlier event GW190814. To ensure consis-
tent estimates of spin selection effects, the MS analysis
presented here only employs O3 events; however, in Ap-
pendix C, we have demonstrated that our many analyses
produce comparable results when including or excluding
pre-O3 results.

A. Merger Rates

Models spanning all source classifications allow us to
self-consistently measure the merger rates for all detected
CBCs, both overall and subdivided into astrophysically
interesting mass ranges, assuming they are independent
of redshift. Moreover, because events can be classified
into each category using mass limits with relatively high
confidence, this approach also provides our fiducial BNS,
NSBH, and BBH merger rates. Specifically, taking NS
masses to lie between 1 and 2.5M� and BH masses to
be between 2.5 and 100M� and taking the lowest 5%
and highest 95% credible interval out of all three models,
we infer merger rates between 13.0 Gpc−3 yr−1 – 1900.0
Gpc−3 yr−1 for BNS, 7.4 Gpc−3 yr−1 – 320.0 Gpc−3 yr−1

for NSBH, and 16.0 Gpc−3 yr−1 – 130.0 Gpc−3 yr−1 for
BBH. Our choice of 2.5M� as a boundary between BH
and NS, albeit different than the nominal threshold of
3M� adopted in GWTC-3, is consistent with our sub-
sequent classification, based both on EOS and merger
rate,. Table II provides the rate estimates obtained for
the three models used in this section and, in addition,
shows rates for events in the mass gap, as discussed in
detail in Section IV C.

For most categories, our merger rate estimates are con-
sistent with previously published estimates. For exam-
ple, following GWTC-2 we inferred a binary black hole
merger rate to be 23.9+14.9

−8.6 Gpc−3 yr−1. Our knowl-
edge of the coarse-grained mass spectrum has not signif-
icantly evolved since our previous analysis, and we find
the inferred BBH rate is consistent with the previously
reported rate, which also omitted GW190814.

For BNS, the inferred merger rate depends on the pre-
sumed mass distribution. With few observations to pin
down their behavior at low mass, the three approaches
adopted in this Section arrive at different compact bi-
nary mass distributions between 1M� and 2.5M�. Be-
cause the merger rate in this region scales ∝ 〈V T 〉−1 '
〈M15/6〉−1 (where V T denotes the sensitive 4-volume for
a specific binary and the angled brackets denote averag-
ing over objects less than 2.5M�, the upper boundary

used in this Section for NS masses), the three methods
used in this Section arrive at merger rates differing by
factors of up to approximately three. We previously re-
ported a BNS merger rate of 320+490

−240 Gpc−3 yr−1[21].
For NSBH we previously inferred a merger rate of

45+75
−33Gpc−3yr−1 assuming the observed NSBH are rep-

resentative of the population or 130+112
−69 Gpc−3yr−1 as-

suming a broad NSBH population [10]. In this work,
each of our joint analyses recovers and adopts different
mass spectra, producing a broadly consistent rate (be-
tween 7.4 Gpc−3 yr−1 and 320.0 Gpc−3 yr−1, including
sytematics). Combined, our results for the NSBH and
BNS merger rates highlight the important role of model-
ing systematics when drawing inferences about popula-
tions with few confident members.

To further highlight the impact of model systematics
on inferred merger rates, in Table II, we present our de-
duced merger rates across the mass space using all three
models presented in this section. For simplicity, we label
mass bins with NS and BH based solely on a boundary
at 2.5M�. We also provide a rate for events in the mass
gap between 2.5 and 5M�, in a binary with either NS
or BH. The bin intervals here are chosen for ease of use
to roughly capture features in the mass spectrum but do
not reflect our methods for event classification nor our
inference on features such as the maximum NS mass or
edges of any potential mass gaps.

The models used in this Section do not model the red-
shift evolution of the merger rate, and instead report a
constant in comoving volume merger rate density [i.e.
κ = 0 in Eq. (7)]. For most of the mass intervals con-
sidered, our surveys to date extend to only modest red-
shift, so rate evolution versus redshift can be safely ne-
glected. However, for high-mass binary black holes, our
network has cosmologically significant reach, over which
the merger rate should evolve. Furthermore, as discussed
in Sec. II, we observe structure in the mass distribution
for black hole binaries. Therefore, in Sec. VI we pro-
vide a more detailed description of BBH merger rates,
incorporating both redshift and mass dependence.

B. Identifying sub-populations of CBCs

As discussed in Sec. II, electromagnetic observations
had previously suggested a mass gap between black holes
and NSs. On the one hand, astrophysical EOS inferences
limit nonrotating NS masses to be below the Tolman–
Oppenheimer–Volkoff (TOV) mass, Mmax,TOV ∼ 2.2 −
2.5M� [8, 9, 119–121], and studies of GW170817’s rem-
nant limit them to . 2.3M� [122–127]. On the other
hand, until recently [23, 37, 38] black holes had not been
observed below ∼ 5M�. The sparsity of observations be-
tween ∼ 2.5M� and ∼ 5M� suggested a potential lower
mass gap [28–31].

Figure 3 shows the two-dimensional merger rate versus
component masses for the three models used in this Sec-
tion, as well as the results of FM model applied to BBH.
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BNS NSBH BBH NS-Gap BBH-gap Full

m1 ∈ [1, 2.5]M� m1 ∈ [2.5, 50]M� m1 ∈ [2.5, 100]M� m1 ∈ [2.5, 5]M� m1 ∈ [2.5, 100]M� m1 ∈ [1, 100]M�

m2 ∈ [1, 2.5]M� m2 ∈ [1, 2.5]M� m2 ∈ [2.5, 100]M� m2 ∈ [1, 2.5]M� m2 ∈ [2.5, 5]M� m2 ∈ [1, 100]M�

PDB (pair) 960+1700
−700 59+81

−38 25+10
−7 41+69

−30 9.3+19.0
−7.6 1100+1700

−750

PDB (ind) 250+640
−200 170+150

−89 22+9
−6 29+55

−23 10+15
−8 470+830

−300

MS 470+1400
−410 57+120

−42 42+88
−20 3.7+20

−3.4 0.17+56
−0.16 650+1600

−460

BGP 99+260
−86 32+62

−25 33+16
−10 2.1+33

−2.1 5.1+12
−4.0 180+260

−110

Merged 13 – 1900 7.4 – 320 16 – 130 0.029 – 84 0.01 – 56 71 – 2200

TABLE II. Merger rates in Gpc−3 yr−1 for the various mass bins, assuming merger rates per unit comoving volume are redshift-
independent. BNS, NSBH and BBH regions are based solely upon component masses, with the split between NS and BH taken
to be 2.5M�. We also provide rates for binaries with one component in the purported mass gap between 2.5M� and 5M�. For
all but the last row, merger rates are quoted at the 90% credible interval. For the last row, we provide the union of 90% credible
intervals for the preceding three rows, as our most conservative realistic estimate of the merger rate for each class accounting
for model systematics. The PDB (pair) model is distinct from the other three models due to its use of a pairing function [107]
and is therefore excluded from the union of credible intervals in the final row. In Sec. VI we estimate the merger rate for BBH
alone, accounting for variation in merger rate versus redshift.

This representation emphasizes the importance of asym-
metric binaries to the overall merger rate dR/dm1 for
masses between 1M� and 10M�. The inferred merger
rates further illustrate a falloff in event rate at masses
above the BNS scale, with additional peaks associated
with both unequal mass binaries consistent with NSBH
systems as well as approximately equal mass BBH bi-
naries. The rate of events with at least one component
between 2.5–5M� (i.e. in the purported mass gap) is con-
strained to be lower than the rate of BNS-like events,
but is consistent with the rate of BBH-like events. As
further emphasis, Fig. 4 shows the merger rate versus
mass for all binaries and also restricting to binaries with
q ' 1 (e.g., the diagonal bins in the BGP model). The
rate for approximately equal mass binaries is significantly
lower. In other words, because asymmetric mergers like
NSBH occur at a much higher rate than BBH but a much
lower rate than BNS, in a joint analysis they significantly
impact the marginal merger rate dR/dm1 at the lowest
masses.

This result highlights another feature: the compact
binary population has (at least) three dominant popu-
lations: BNS-like systems; significantly asymmetric bi-
naries with small m2, comparable to the typical masses
of NSs (i.e., including NSBHs as well as GW190814);
and the main BBH population with q preferentially more
symmetric than 1/4 (i.e., including GW190412 but not
GW190814).

For binaries containing lower mass gap-scale objects,
our inferences about the merger rate and its depen-
dence on mass are consistent despite considerable model-
ing uncertainty. For binaries containing objects between
2.5M� and 5M� and having massive BH-scale primaries
(> 5M�), the mass distribution and merger rate is in-
formed by a few events (GW190814 in particular), thus
subject to considerable uncertainty in the inferred com-
ponent mass distributions. Likewise, for binaries con-
taining objects between 2.5M� and 5M� and having NS-

scale companions, the merger rate is marginally informed
by a few events that may not be associated with this re-
gion (i.e., GW200115), exacerbating uncertainty in the
inferred NS and BH mass distributions. Providing mul-
tiple results for these two source classes explores our sys-
tematic uncertainty. The models presented in this section
are subject to different sources of systematic uncertainty.
For example, MS employs a Gaussian to model compo-
nents in BNSs, whereas PDB uses a single power law with
a sharp turn on at low masses to model all objects below
the inferred lower edge of the mass gap. These differ-
ences result in considerably different BNS rates due to
the limited number of detections in the NS mass range.
In particular, differences in pairing function shift the rate
inference and add statistical uncertainty in the BNS re-
gion. MS and BGP both assume independent pairing
of component masses, while PDB allows for both inde-
pendent as well as power law-in-mass-ratio pairing. The
power law in mass ratio is dominated by the BBH merg-
ers, which tend to prefer equal masses. However, the ob-
servation of unequal mass binaries containing NS (e.g.,
GW200105 and GW200115) implies that PDB could in-
crease the inferred rate of BNS mergers to account for
the lack of equal mass mergers detected in the NS range.
Though this change seems to significantly increase the to-
tal merger rate, because these hypothesized mergers oc-
cur at low mass, they don’t imply PDB would drastically
overpredict BNS observations, because of the relatively
low sensitivity at the lowest allowed NS masses.

C. Characterizing suppressed merger rates
between NS and BH Masses

Figures 3 and 4 show a reduction in the rate above NS
masses. It was shown using GWTC-2 that the merger
rate between 3M� and 7M� is suppressed relative to
an unbroken power-law extending from higher masses
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FIG. 3. Rate density versus component masses for different models inferred from events with FAR < 0.25 yr−1, illustrating
consistency on large, coarse-grained scales, but some disagreement and systematics in areas with few observed events. Top left
panel : Rate density computed with the FM model assuming no redshift evolution, for binary black holes only. Modulations
along lines of constant chirp mass are apparent. Top right panel : Rate density inferred with the BGP model using all compact
objects. This model can reproduce observations with localized regions of relatively enhanced rate density. In the binary black
hole region, some regions of enhanced density are commensurate with the FM result. Bottom left panel : Rate density inferred
with MS. For mergers involving NS, this model reproduces observations with broad distributions, consistent with smoothing
the BGP result. For mergers involving typical BH, this model strongly favors equal-mass mergers. Bottom right panel : Rate
density inferred with PDB. This model is also consistent with smoothing the FM result, producing features similar to MS,
albeit with less structure in the mass ratio distribution for BBH, and by construction lacking a peak near 30M�.

[11]. With additional observations, as well as models
and sensitivity estimates that span the full mass range
of CBCs, we can now produce a comprehensive perspec-
tive on merger rates versus mass throughout the low-
mass interval 1–10M�. In so doing, we find a dropoff
in merger rates above NS-scale masses. As a result,
in the detection-weighted population, objects with NS-
scale mass components are well-separated from objects
with BH-scale masses. However, we are unable to confi-
dently infer an absence or presence of a subsequent rise
in merger rates from lower mass gap masses. The pur-
ported lower mass gap [28–31] between the NS and black
hole populations would produce such a rise, such that

the mass gap produces an extended local minimum in
the merger rate versus mass. We therefore neither find
evidence for nor rule out the existence of a two-sided
lower mass gap.

Figure 5 shows the differential rate as a function of
component mass inferred from all three models. The
PDB model infers the location of this drop-off to occur
at Mgap

low = 2.1+0.7
−0.6M�, as shown by black vertical lines.

While the other models do not explicitly infer the loca-
tion of the drop-off, they do clearly show a reduction in
the rate at a similar location. The prominence of this
drop-off can be characterized by comparing the rate of
mergers with both masses below 2.5M� (BNS) to that of
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FIG. 4. Impact of asymmetric binaries on the primary mass
distribution, illustrating how the depth and extent of a mass
gap in any one-dimensional distribution depends on the choice
of slicing or marginalization over the remaining dimension.
Differential merger rate as a function of primary mass for the
BGP model when considering only the diagonal q ' 1 bins

in Fig. 3 i.e. m1
dN

dm1 dq dVc dt

∣∣∣
q'1

and the population of com-

pact binaries across all mass bins. The rate for approximately
equal mass binaries is significantly lower highlighting the con-
tribution of asymmetric mergers like NSBHs to the marginal
distribution over primary mass. The plot uses the BGP popu-
lation model inferred from events passing a FAR threshold of
< 0.25yr−1. Solid curves represent the median rate densities
and shaded areas denote 90% credible regions.

FIG. 5. Differential merger rate as a function of component
mass for the PDB, MS, and BGP model. Three independent
methods with different modeling assumptions agree on the
merger rate versus mass, while illustrating the importance
of modeling systematics on the overall rate for objects with
NS-scale masses. Shaded areas denote 90% credible regions,
while verrtical black lines denote the median (solid) and 90%
credible intervals (dashed) of the lower boundary of the mass
gap, Mgap

low , in the PDB model rate dropoff location.

mergers with at least one component mass between 2.5
and 5M� (in the mass gap). For this comparison, we find
that the differential merger rate of systems with at least
one component in the mass gap is one to two orders of
magnitude lower than the BNS rate. Thus, even in the
absence of any prior knowledge of the difference between
NSs and BHs, the gravitational-wave data suggest two

distinct populations of compact objects. This is consis-
tent with results initially found for GWTC-1 by [105].

A subsequent rise in the mass distribution above the
putative mass gap is less clearly discernible. The PDB
model explicitly parametrizes the mass gap with both low
and high-mass transitions Mgap

low/high and a gap depth A

(where A = 0 corresponds to no gap and A = 1 to a lower
mass gap containing no events). While the posterior on
A peaks around 0.82, i.e. corresponding to a relatively
empty mass gap, it has broad support between 0 and
1, indicating an inability to unambiguously differentiate
between the presence or absence of a lower mass gap.
Additionally, the Bayes factor for a model with no gap
(A = 0) or a completely empty gap (A = 1), relative to
the parametrized model, are 0.056 and 1.6, respectively.
This lack of clear preference indicates an inability to re-
solve the absence or existence of a clear gap-like feature
in this part of the mass spectrum.

A subsequent rise in the mass distribution at Mgap
high is

also less clear to discern. The models infer mass distribu-
tions with similar support for both a mildly pronounced
gap and a flat transition above Mgap

high. Both of these are

consistent with the finding in [11] of a deviation from a
single power law below primary masses of ∼ 7M�.

We find that if a lower mass gap does exist, it may
not be totally empty. While the merger rates show a
fall-off above around 2.5M� in Fig. 5, the rate does
not fall to zero. Furthermore, the component masses
of 6 events have at least 5% posterior support between
Mgap

low and Mgap
high when using a population-informed prior

[106]. GW190814 stands out as having considerable sup-
port for its secondary being within the mass gap or be-
low the dropoff in the rate at Mgap

low : P (m2,GW190814 ∈
[Mgap

low ,M
gap
high]) = 0.81. This event has a mass ratio

q = 0.112+0.008
−0.009 [23], hinting at either a potential subpop-

ulation of low-q, low-m2 BBHs, or a handful of NSBHs
with high NS masses. The former possibility is examined
in Sec. VI E, and the latter is discussed in Sec. V C. For
both the NSBH systems, there is a ∼ 10% probability of
the secondary lying in the mass gap and, for GW200115
the primary has a 70% probability of m1 < Mgap

high. Fi-
nally, GW190924 021846, which is the BBH event with
the lowest total mass, we find roughly equal support for
the secondary being either within (m2 < Mgap

high) or above

(m2 < Mgap
high) the mass gap.

The inferred depth of the gap does depend heavily on
the assumed pairing function: a model in which objects
are randomly paired with other objects regardless of mass
ratio predicts a more prominent gap than one with a
power-law-in-mass-ratio pairing function as in Eq. (11).
Similarly, a change of the pairing function will impact
the classification of various components as below, in or
above the mass gap. Consequently, we do not rely on
this methodology for event classification in Sec. V, and
instead use EOS-informed limits on the maximum al-
lowed NS mass, and perform leave-one-out analyses with
respect to known subpopulations. The lower mass gap-
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related results stated here are obtained using a random
pairing model.

Though we report on our analysis with FAR<
0.25 yr−1, to assess the stability of our results to thresh-
old choices we have repeated our analyses using all
events with previously reported parameter inferences be-
low 1 yr−1 (i.e., excluding GW190531). Even though
such an analysis includes all five candidate NSBH, our
key conclusions remain largely unchanged: the derived
merger rates versus mass are consistent with the error
bars shown in Figs. 4, and 5, and the merger rates re-
ported in Table II are consistent. In particular, we draw
similar conclusions about the merger rate between 2M�
and 10M�: suppressed but likely filled, without evidence
for or against a true two-sided mass gap.

V. MASS DISTRIBUTION OF NEUTRON
STARS IN BINARIES

In this section, we characterize the astrophysical pop-
ulation of NSs using data from the gravitational wave
events that are likely to contain at least one NS. Because
of the paucity of low-mass compact binary mergers ob-
served to date, and the difficulty in ascertaining the pres-
ence of a NS in these systems, modeling the NS popula-
tion observed in gravitational waves has been challenging.
In our previous population analysis through GWTC-2
[11], the rate density of BNS and NSBH mergers was es-
timated, but the shape of the mass distribution of the
NSs in these compact binaries was not inferred. The
BNS events GW170817 and GW190425 were included in
a joint study of the Galactic and gravitational wave pop-
ulations of BNSs in [128], which linked the two observed
populations via a bimodal birth mass distribution. The
confident BNS and NSBH detections made to date were
analyzed in a study of the gravitational wave population
in [99], which found the observed NS masses to be con-
sistent with a uniform distribution.

We begin by classifying the observed low-mass com-
pact binaries as BNSs, NSBHs or BBHs. The classifi-
cations are based on a comparison of their component
masses with an EOS-informed estimate of the maximum
NS mass, and are corroborated against the location of
the lower mass gap between NSs and BHs as inferred in
the previous section. Then, adopting these source classi-
fications as definite and considering the BNS and NSBH
detections below a FAR threshold of 0.25 yr−1, we infer
the shape of the NS mass distribution in compact bina-
ries. In contrast to Sec. IV, we do not attempt to deter-
mine the overall rate of such mergers, nor do we attempt
to infer the mass distribution of BHs in coalescing NSBH
systems. Our analysis makes a comparison with the ob-
served Galactic population of NSs, and we additionally
investigate the impact on the population of the event
GW190814, a lower mass-gap merger whose secondary
may possibly be a NS, but is more likely a low-mass BH.

A. Events containing NSs

The gravitational-wave signal of a compact binary
merger involving a NS differs from that of a BBH due to
matter effects in the waveform, most notably the phas-
ing of the gravitational waveform during the inspiral due
to the tidal deformation of the NS [129]. Since none of
the observations in O3b [1] yield an informative measure-
ment of tidal deformability, the gravitational-wave data
do not identify which sources contain a NS. Nonetheless,
we can establish whether their components are consistent
with NSs by comparing their masses to the maximum NS
mass, Mmax, following the method described in [7].

The precise value of Mmax is unknown because of un-
certainty in the NS EOS. Mass measurements for the
heaviest known pulsars [130, 131] set a lower bound of
∼ 2M� on Mmax, while basic causality considerations
imply that Mmax . 3M� [132, 133]. While individual
nuclear theory models for the EOS can produce maxi-
mum masses as large as ∼ 3M�, astrophysical inferences
of the EOS generally predict that the maximum mass of
a nonrotating NS, the TOV mass Mmax,TOV, is between
2.2M� and 2.5M� [9, 119–121, 134]. Similarly, studies of
GW170817’s merger remnant suggest that Mmax,TOV .
2.3 M� [122–127]. Rapid rotation can sustain a max-
imum mass up to ∼ 20% larger than Mmax,TOV [135].
However, the astrophysical processes that form compact
binaries may prevent the EOS-supported Mmax from be-
ing realized in the population.

We can therefore identify objects as NS candidates
based on their mass using estimates of Mmax, as long
as we assume a clean separation between the NS and
BH mass spectra. Of the events with FAR less than
0.25 yr−1, five have at least one component mass with
support below 3 M�, making them potentially consis-
tent with a BNS or NSBH merger. These events are
listed in Table III, and their component mass posteriors
are compared to two estimates of Mmax in Fig. 6.

For each of these observed low-mass events, we calcu-
late in Table III the probability that at least one of the
component masses is less than the maximum NS mass,
marginalizing over statistical uncertainties and assuming
a uniform component mass prior. We adopt a threshold
probability of 50% for classification as a NS. Our fiducial
maximum NS mass estimate is taken to be Mmax,TOV

from the EOS inference of [9], which is based on pulsar
timing, gravitational wave and x-ray observations of NSs.
That study finds Mmax,TOV = 2.21+0.31

−0.21M�, and the cor-
responding posterior distribution is shown for compari-
son in Fig. 6. Four of the FAR < 0.25 yr−1 events have
P (m < Mmax,TOV) > 0.5 for at least one component,
and we deem them either BNSs (if m1 < Mmax,TOV)
or NSBHs (if only m2 < Mmax,TOV). The fifth event,
GW190814, has P (m < Mmax,TOV) = 0.06 and is there-
fore classified as a BBH. These source classifications do
not change if, instead of Mmax,TOV, we compare against
the rotating NS maximum mass, Mmax(χ), as calculated
from an empirical relation involving the TOV mass and
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the component spin χ [136]. This allows for the possi-
bility that one or more of the low-mass components is
rapidly rotating.

We draw similar conclusions about each event if we
interpret the sharp decrease in merger rate near 2.5M�
seen in the PDB analysis as the separation between NS
and BH mass ranges. (This interpretation does not im-
ply that Mmax,TOV and Mgap

low need to agree: Mgap
low could

be below Mmax,TOV if the heaviest NSs the EOS can sup-
port are not realized in nature, or Mgap

low could be above
Mmax,TOV if the lower mass gap occurs within the BH
mass spectrum.) Following [106], we compare the com-
ponent mass measurements against the inferred Mgap

low pa-
rameter from the PDB model, as shown in Fig. 6, and list
the probabilities P (m < Mgap

low ) in Table III. The same
four events are consistent with BNSs or NSBHs.

Fig. 6 also plots the component mass posteriors for two
FAR < 1 yr−1 events from Table I that may contain NSs,
if astrophysical in origin. In particular, GW190426 and
GW190917 have masses consistent with NSBH systems
[3, 4]. This classification is confirmed by the P (m <
Mmax,TOV) and P (m < Mgap

low ) probabilities calculated
for them in Table III.

B. Mass distribution

Using the FAR < 0.25 yr−1 events classified as BNSs
or NSBHs in Table III, we infer the mass distribution of
NSs in merging compact binaries. We adopt the Power
and Peak parametric mass models described in Sec. III
and implement a selection function based on a semi-
analytic approximation of the integrated network sen-
sitivity V T , fixing the redshift evolution of the popula-
tion and ignoring spins when estimating the detection
fraction. The population hyper-parameters are sampled
from uniform prior distributions, subject to the condition
mmin ≤ µ ≤ mmax in the Peak model, except that we
assume that the maximum mass in the NS population,
mmax, does not exceed Mmax,TOV. This is consistent
with our use of the nonrotating maximum NS mass to
classify the events, and amounts to an assumption that
the NSs observed via inspiral gravitational waves are not
rotationally supported. In practice, this means imposing
a prior proportional to the cumulative distribution func-
tion of Mmax,TOV, as shown in the inset of Fig. 7 and
detailed in Appendix B 1.

The inferred mass distributions for these two models
are plotted in Fig. 7. The posterior population distri-
bution for the Power model has α = −2.0+5.1

−7.0, consis-
tent with a uniform mass distribution, although the me-
dian distribution is a decreasing function of mass. The
power-law hyper-parameter is most strongly constrained
relative to the flat α ∈ [−12, 4] prior on the low end.
The two bumps in the 90% credible interval visible in
Fig. 7 correspond respectively to the minimum and max-
imum mass cutoffs of the population model realizations
with α < 0 and α > 0. The median inferred Peak

FIG. 6. Masses for events with at least one candidate neutron
star. Upper panel: one-dimensional posterior distributions for
the masses of the candidate NSs, as compared to estimates
of the maximum NS mass based on the dense-matter EOS [9]
(Mmax,TOV) and on the inferred location of the lower mass
gap in Sec. IV’s PDB analysis (Mgap

low ). Primary components
are shown dash-dotted. GW190814’s secondary component
lies above both estimates of the maximum NS mass. Lower
panel: two-dimensional 50% (shaded) and 90% (unshaded)
credible regions for the binary masses of each candidate NS
merger. The marginal events GW190426 and GW190917 are
shown dotted. The 90% credible intervals of the maximum
NS mass posterior inferred from the EOS and from the lower
mass gap location are also plotted. GW190814 occupies a
distinct region of the m1-m2 plane compared to the events
deemed BNSs or NSBHs.

distribution is relatively flat, and the peak width and lo-
cation are almost entirely unconstrained relative to the
prior: σ = 1.1+0.8

−0.8M� and µ = 1.5+0.4
−0.4M� for a uni-

form σ ∈ [0.01, 2.00]M� and µ ∈ [1, 3]M� prior subject
to mmin ≤ µ ≤ mmax. Thus, the gravitational wave
observations to date do not support a NS mass distribu-
tion with a pronounced single peak. This contrasts with
the Galactic BNS subpopulation, whose mass distribu-
tion is sharply peaked around 1.35M� [39, 41, 137], as
shown for comparison in Fig. 7. The mass distribution
of NSs observed in gravitational waves is broader and
has greater support for high-mass NSs. This latter point
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Name FARmin (yr−1) P (m < Mmax,TOV) P (m < Mgap
low ) Classification

GW170817 < 1× 10−5 0.99 0.98 BNS

GW190425 3.38×10−02 0.68 0.73 BNS

GW190814 < 1× 10−5 0.06 0.19 BBH

GW200105 2.04×10−01 0.94 0.74 NSBH

GW200115 < 1× 10−5 0.95 0.97 NSBH

GW190426 9.12×10−01 0.82 – NSBH

GW190917 6.56×10−01 0.56 – NSBH

TABLE III. Classifications for low-mass events from Table I. The probability that a component is compatible with a NS is
measured by the fraction of its mass posterior lying below an estimate [9] of the maximum nonrotating NS mass, Mmax,TOV,
marginalized over statistical uncertainties. We adopt a 50% threshold for classification as a NS, assuming a clean separation
between NS and BH mass spectra. Probabilities are reported relative to a uniform prior on the component mass. They refer
to the secondary component of all events except GW170817 and GW190425, in which case the secondary is securely below
the maximum NS mass and the probability for the primary is given. The probabilities are similar and the classifications are
unchanged when the component masses are compared to Mgap

low , the location of the lower mass gap between NSs and BHs
inferred from Sec. IV’s PDB analysis of the FAR < 0.25 yr−1 events.

is also true compared to the Galactic NS population as
a whole, whose mass distribution has a double-peaked
shape [138–140].

The minimum NS mass in the gravitational wave pop-
ulation is inferred to be 1.2+0.1

−0.2M� in both the Power
and Peak models. The lower bound on mmin is a prior
boundary motivated by the sensitivity model, as the
gravitational-wave searches target sources above 1M�.
The maximum mass in the population is found to be
2.0+0.3
−0.2 M� in both models, relative to the EOS-informed

mmax prior. This value is consistent with the maxi-
mum mass inferred from the Galactic NS population,
2.22+0.85

−0.23 M� [139], as can be seen in the inset of
Fig. 7. The maximum mass is the best-constrained
hyper-parameter in the population models. Its upper
bound is more tightly constrained than the Galactic
mmax in Fig. 7 as a result of the imposed mmax ≤
Mmax,TOV prior, which begins tapering above 2M�, and
the strong selection bias of gravitational-wave observa-
tions towards heavier masses, which renders the non-
observation of heavier NSs informative. Nonetheless, the
statistical uncertainty in mmax remains large, and it is
expected that approximately 50 BNS detections will be
needed before the maximum mass in the NS population
can be measured to within 0.1M� [141].

The mmax value inferred from gravitational waves is
also as large as Mmax,TOV within statistical uncertain-
ties. This would not be the case if, for instance, the astro-
physical processes that form coalescing compact binaries
prevented 2M� NSs from pairing with other compact
objects. Such a scenario is compatible with the EOS-
informed mmax prior that we impose. However, we find
there is no evidence that the NS mass spectrum observed
with gravitational waves is limited by the astrophysical
formation channel: NSs as heavy as can be supported by
the EOS can end up in merging compact binaries.

Moreover, we infer a consistent maximum mass if we
adopt a uniform mmax prior instead of the EOS-informed

one. This relaxes the assumption that the observed NS
masses must be below the nonrotating maximum mass,
and accounts for the possibility that rapid rotation may
cause a NS’s mass to exceed MTOV. Specifically, we find
mmax = 2.2+0.7

−0.3M� in both Power and Peak models.
The upper error bar on mmax extends to much higher
values in this case because it is no longer subject to the
tapering EOS-informed prior, which has little support
above 2.5M�. We also obtain consistent results if we ex-
pand the event list to include the two marginal NSBH de-
tections listed in Table III, as described in Appendix C 1.

C. Outlier events

The mass-based event classification carried out above
deemed GW190814 to be a BBH merger on the basis of
the maximum NS mass the EOS can support. We now
further demonstrate that it is an outlier from the popu-
lation of BNSs and NSBHs observed with gravitational
waves.

If we dispense with its Mmax,TOV-based classification,
and include GW190814 as a NSBH in the population
analysis, the inferred maximum mass is shifted up to
2.8+0.2
−0.2M� in the Power model and 2.7+0.2

−0.2M� in the

Peak model (cf. mmax = 2.2+0.7
−0.3M� without GW190814

in both models). These values are obtained relative to a
uniform mmax prior, since we are no longer consistently
enforcing m ≤ Mmax,TOV; all results in this subsection
refer to this prior. The mmax posterior has support up
to 3M�, where the prior truncates and the models’ fixed
BH mass distribution begins. The inferred NS mass dis-
tributions with GW190814 are similar, but flatter and
broader, than those depicted in Fig. 7.

To test whether GW190814 hails from the same
population as GW170817, GW190425, GW200105 and
GW200115, we examine the Peak model’s posterior
predictive distribution for secondary masses with and
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FIG. 7. Inferred neutron star mass distribution. The median
mass distribution (solid) and 90% credible interval (shad-
ing) inferred for the Power (respectively, Peak) popula-
tion model is shown in blue (orange), as compared to the
mass distribution of NSs in Galactic BNSs [40] (dot-dashed
black) and the mass distribution of all Galactic NSs [139]
(solid black). The inferred gravitational-wave population has
a greater prevalence of high-mass NSs. The inset shows the
posterior distribution for the maximum mass in the NS pop-
ulation for both models, as compared to the Galactic mmax.
The EOS-informed mmax prior, which is proportional to the
cumulative distribution function of Mmax,TOV, is also shown
in the inset (dashed). It enforces m ≤ Mmax,TOV using the
maximum TOV mass estimate from [9]. The maximum mass
in the gravitational-wave population is as large as Mmax,TOV

within statistical uncertainties.

without GW190814 in the event list. Figure 8 com-
pares GW190814’s measured m2 = 2.59+0.08

−0.09M� against
the prediction for the largest observed secondary mass,
max5(m2), after two BNS observations and three NSBH
observations. That is, we draw two pairs of masses from
the posterior predictive distribution for BNSs and three
secondary masses from the posterior predictive distribu-
tion for NSBHs, take the largest of the five secondaries,
and build up the plotted distributions by performing this
procedure repeatedly. The probability of observing a sec-
ondary mass at least as large as the mean of GW190814’s
m2 in the population is only 0.1% according to the Peak
model fit that excludes GW190814. (We characterize
GW190814’s m2 by its mean, since it is measured so pre-
cisely.) The equivalent probability relative to the Peak
model fit that includes GW190814 is 3.5%; we expect a
rigorous, fully self-consistent calculation of a p-value to
lie between these two numbers [142]. Hence, GW190814’s
secondary component is an outlier from the secondaries

in BNS and NSBH systems. In the next section, we also
establish GW190814 as an outlier from the BBH popu-
lation observed in gravitational waves, corroborating our
previous analysis [11]. These findings reinforce that it
represents a distinct subpopulation of merging compact
binaries.

FIG. 8. Comparison between GW190814’s secondary com-
ponent and the largest secondary mass in the observed BNS
and NSBH population. The Peak model is fit to the popula-
tion including (respectively, excluding) GW190814. The pre-
dicted distribution of the largest secondary mass, max5(m2),
observed after five detections—two BNSs and three NSBHs—
is shown in orange (blue). The shaded region represents the
90% credible interval of the posterior distribution for the mass
of GW190814’s secondary component. GW190814’s m2 is a
0.1%-level outlier from the rest of the observed population of
NS secondaries.

VI. MASS DISTRIBUTION OF BLACK HOLES
IN BINARIES

We find two key new conclusions about the black hole
mass distribution using the GWTC-3 dataset to infer a
population: that the mass distribution has a substruc-
ture, reflected in clustering of detected events, and that
observations are consistent with a continuous, monoton-
ically decreasing mass distribution at masses > 50M�,
providing inconclusive evidence for an upper mass gap.
Adopting previous coarse-grained models, we find conclu-
sions consistent with our analysis of GWTC-2 [25]. For
the purposes of this section, given our large BBH sam-
ple, we adopt a FAR threshold of 1 yr−1, but we do not
include the previously identified outliers GW190917 (a
NSBH) and GW190814 (an extreme mass ratio binary)
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in the BBH population unless otherwise noted. Addition-
ally, unlike the redshift-independent results described in
Sec. IV, the new analyses described in this section all
account for a redshift-dependent BBH merger rate ac-
cording to Eq. (7). Specifically, in this Section we present
results for the PP model to broadly characterize the mass
spectrum and corroborate results found in GWTC-2, as
well as the the cubic spline power law perturbation PS
model and the binned Gaussian process BGP, as both
can capture smaller-scale features in the mass distribu-
tion. All three models are described in detail in Section
III C. We report on the same BGP analysis as performed
in Sec. IV, with FAR< 0.25 yr−1 and without allowing
for redshift dependence; by contrast, the PS, PP, and
FM models allow for redshift dependence and use FAR
< 1 yr−1. Table IV summarizes our results for the overall
BBH merger rate, as well as merger rates over restricted
mass intervals.

A. Broad features of the mass spectrum

The events from GWTC-3 are broadly consistent with
the previously identified population [11]. Figure 9 com-
pares some of the expectations from our previous anal-
ysis of GWTC-2 BBHs with the comprehensive sample
of GWTC-3 BBH events. The panels compare the ob-
served and expected fractions of all events detected be-
low a threshold in primary mass m1, effective inspiral
spin χeff , or source redshift. The panels also show the
Wilson score interval [143], a frequentist estimate of the
uncertainty in the cumulative distribution F , which is
approximately ±1.68

√
F (1− F )/Nobs when F is signifi-

cantly different from 0 or 1.
All the cumulative distributions in Figure 9 are broadly

consistent with our prior expectations based on coarse-
grained models used in our previous work. For this rea-
son, we begin by presenting the inferred coarse-grained
mass distribution of black hole binaries, making use of
the PP model [11] which best fitted the population from
GWTC-2.

Figure 10 shows our inference on the astrophysical pri-
mary mass (left) and mass ratio (right) distributions, us-
ing the fiducial mass model, compared to what was pre-
viously found in GWTC-2 (black). We find a power-law
slope for the primary mass, α = 3.4+0.58

−0.49, supplemented

by a Gaussian peak at 34+2.3
−3.8M�. On the upper end,

the mass of the 99th percentile, m99%, is found to be
45+11
−6.2M�. The mass ratio distribution is modelled as a

power law qβq with βq = 1.1+1.8
−1.3

In contrast to our GWTC-2 population fit, the in-
ferred mass spectrum decays more rapidly; the m99% is
considerably lower than 60+14

−13M�, as was found with
GWTC-2. These results are expected, given that the
new observations in GWTC-3 contain a greater fraction
of lower mass systems (see, e.g., Fig. 1). The fraction
of BBH mergers with primary masses within the Gaus-
sian component of the fiducial model is found to be

λ = 0.039+0.058
−0.026 (0.1+0.14

−0.071 in GWTC-2), but still rules
out zero. This result further highlights that the frac-
tion of higher mass binaries has decreased in GWTC-3.
Both the mean and the standard deviation of the Gaus-
sian component are consistent with previous inferences.
Furthermore, the inferred mass ratio distribution is less
peaked towards equal mass binaries (βq = 1.1+1.8

−1.3) com-

pared to GWTC-2 (βq = 1.3+2.4
−1.5), a result driven by the

discovery of binaries with support for substantially un-
equal masses (see, e.g., Fig. 9).

We previously used several other phenomenological
models to interpret sources in GWTC-2. Using this
broader suite of models, we draw similar conclusions to
those presented above: the mass distribution is incon-
sistent with the single power law and has a feature at
∼ 35–40 M�. The peak’s location is also well-separated
from the largest black holes predicted by the other com-
ponent: the over-density and maximum mass are still not
associated. The odd ratios discriminating between these
models are modest, of order one in three to one in ten.
Despite for presentation purposes adopting the PP for il-
lustrating consistency with GWTC-2 results, we cannot
decisively differentiate between a peak near 35M� versus
a more generic transition towards a lower merger rate at
higher mass; see Appendix D 1 for details.

In Table IV, we provide BBH merger rates for the full
population, as well as split based upon the primary mass
at m1 < 20M�, m1 ∈ [20, 50]M� and m1 > 50M� to
capture the broad features of the mass spectrum: the
high rate at low masses, a peak around 35–45M� and
the falling merger rate at high masses.

B. Mass distribution has substructure

With new discoveries in O3, we are now confident the
mass distribution has substructure, with localized peaks
in the component mass distribution. For example, we
find overdensities in the merger rate (> 99% credibilty)
as a function of primary mass, when compared to a power
law, at m1 = 10+0.29

−0.59M� and m1 = 35+1.5
−3.1M�. At

best, we have modest confidence (less than 10:1 odds)
in additional structure. These signs of substructure were
identified in O3a [45] and are corroborated by consistent
observations in O3b.

We arrive at these conclusions through multiple in-
dependent analyses. Each of these model agnostic ap-
proaches attempts to reconstruct the mass distributions
with minimal constraints imposed. Specifically, we em-
ploy a flexible mixture model (introduced in Section III C
and labelled FM in tables and figures), a cubic spline
power law perturbation (PS), and a binned Gaussian pro-
cess (BGP). Figure 11 shows the inferred rate dR/dm1 as
a function of primary mass for each of the non-parametric
models. There is a clear presence of structure beyond an
unbroken single power law found when using these more
flexible models, with a global maximum of the merger
rate at larger masses at around 10M� followed by a fall
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FIG. 9. The empirical cumulative density function F̂ =
∑
k Pk(x)/N of observed binary parameter distributions (derived

from the single-event cumulative distributions Pk(x) for each parameter x) are shown in black for primary mass (left), effective
inspiral spin (center), and redshift (right). All binaries used in this study with FAR< 1/4yr are included, and each is analyzed
using our fiducial noninformative prior. For comparison, the gray bands show the expected observed distributions, based on
our previous analysis of GWTC-2 BBH. Solid lines show the medians, while the shading indicates a 90% credible interval on
the empirical cumulative estimate and selection-weighted reconstructed population, respectively. GW190814 is excluded from
this analysis.
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FIG. 10. The astrophysical BBH primary mass (left) and mass ratio (right) distributions for the fiducial PP model, showing
the differential merger rate as a function of primary mass or mass ratio. The solid blue curve shows the posterior population
distribution (PPD) with the shaded region showing the 90% credible interval. The black solid and dashed lines show the PPD
and 90% credible interval from analyzing GWTC-2 as reported in [11]. The vertical gray band in the primary mass plot shows
90% credible intervals on the location of the mean of the Gaussian peak for the fiducial model.

m1 ∈ [5, 20]M� m1 ∈ [20, 50]M� m1 ∈ [50, 100]M� All BBH

m2 ∈ [5, 20]M� m2 ∈ [5, 50]M� m2 ∈ [5, 100]M�

PP 23.4+12.9
−8.6 4.5+1.8

−1.3 0.2+0.1
−0.1 28.1+14.8

−10.0

BGP 20.0+10.0
−8.0 6.4+3.0

−2.1 0.74+1.2
−0.46 33.0+16.0

−10.0

FM 21.1+10.7
−8.3 4.1+2.0

−1.4 0.2+0.3
−0.1 26.0+11.5

−8.7

PS 27+12
−9.4 3.6+1.5

−1.1 0.2+0.18
−0.1 32+14

−9.6

Merged 12.8 – 40 0.098 – 6.3 2.5 – 0.5 17.3 – 45

TABLE IV. Merger rates in Gpc−3 yr−1 for BBH binaries, quoted at the 90% credible interval, for the PP model and for three
non-parametric models (Binned Gaussian process, Flexible mixtures, Power Law + Spline). Rates are given for three
ranges of primary mass, m1 as well as for the entire BBH population. Despite differences in methods, the results are consistent
among the models. BGP assumes a non-evolving merger rate in redshift. The merger rate for PP, FM, and PS is quoted at a
redshift value of 0.2, the value where the relative error in merger rate is smallest.
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off to lower rates. Modulating this extended decline, the
PS, FM and even BGP show indications of additional
structure. As the BGP likely cannot resolve small-scale
features, we assess these features’ details and significance
with the remaining two models.

Figure 12 shows the results of the spline perturbation
model, where 1000 posterior draws of the spline function
f(m1) are illustrated, where exp f(m1) modulates an un-
derlying power-law distribution. The inferred perturba-
tion f(m1) strongly disfavors zero at both the 10M� and
35M� peak, finding f ≤ 0 at 0.38%, and < 0.07% credi-
bilities respectively. Additionally for the drop in merger
rate at 14M�, the PS model finds f ≤ 0 at 96.4% credi-
bility.

C. Inconclusive evidence for upper mass gap

Stellar evolution models predict a lack of black holes
with masses from 50+20

−10M� to ∼ 120M� due to pair
production instability [144–150]. The high-mass event
GW190521 could have a component lying within this
mass gap [22, 151]. Other analyses of this event with
independent parameter inferences have argued this event
could have both components outside this gap [152–154].
We define a gap as a rapid decline in merger rate at some
cutoff mass, followed by a rapid rise in the distribution at
a significantly higher mass. Repeating similar analyses
with the full O3 data set, we find no evidence for such a
gap. Following [154], we extend our PP mass model to al-
low for masses > 100M�, and to include a zero-rate mass
interval, parameterized with the lower edge and width of
the gap. With this extended model, we find minimal pos-
terior support for the gap to start at< 75M� (4.1% cred-
ibility). When it does, the gap width is constrained to be
< 35M�. The majority of the posterior support has the
gap start above 75M�, consistent with the inferred maxi-
mum mass cutoff from the PP model without a gap. This
allows both component masses of the most massive BBH
in the catalog, GW190521, to fall below the cutoff, leav-
ing no observations with masses larger than the start of
the gap. We are not able to determine whether or not the
mass distribution exhibits a rise again at higher masses.
We find a slight preference (lnB = 0.6) for the PP model
without a gap over one with the gap included, thus we re-
port inconclusive evidence for a zero-rate upper mass gap.
Inconclusive support for a zero-rate gap challenges clas-
sical conclusions for the pair-instability mass gap. The
pair-instability mass gap could start higher than theory
expects, or the high-mass binaries in our catalog could
be formed in a way that avoids pair-instability.

D. Evolution of rate with redshift

The observation of BBH mergers offers us the means
of not only measuring the local merger rate per comoving
volume but also the evolution of this merger rate as we

look back towards larger redshifts z. Given the limited
range of redshift to which our searches are sensitive, we
parametrize the merger rate per comoving volume as a
simple power law, with R(z) ∝ (1 + z)κ [96].

In our previous study [11], the redshift distribution was
weakly constrained, exhibiting a preference for a rate that
increased with redshift but still consistent with a non-
evolving merger rate. Here, in addition to new events
observed in O3b, we leverage updated pipelines and our
improved sensitivity models to update our inference of
κ. As discussed further in Appendix C 4, these sensi-
tivity model refinements indicate a lower search sensitiv-
ity to high-redshift BBH mergers than previously con-
cluded. We now confidently claim to see evolution of the
BBH merger rate with redshift in our population with a
FAR < 1 yr−1, inferring that κ > 0 at 99.4% credibility.
While the exact distribution of κ does depend on the cho-
sen mass model, we can rule out a redshift-independent
merger rate at similar credible levels when adopting any
of the parameterized mass distribution models used in
[11].

Figure 13 shows the marginal posterior on κ given
GWTC-3 in blue, obtained while using the PP and De-
fault mass and spin models. The dashed distribution,
meanwhile, shows the previously published measurement
of κ obtained with GWTC-2. In Fig. 13 we also show our
corresponding constraints on R(z) itself as a function of
redshift. The dark blue line traces our median estimate
on R(z) at each redshift, while the dark and light shaded
regions show central 90% and 50% credible bounds. Our
best measurement of the BBH merger rate occurs at
z ≈ 0.2, at which R(z = 0.2) = 19–41 Gpc−3 yr−1.
For comparison, the dashed black line in Fig. 13 is pro-
portional to the Madau–Dickinson star formation rate
model [155], whose evolution at low redshift corresponds
to κSFR = 2.7. While the rate evolution remains con-
sistent with the Madau–Dickinson star formation rate
model, it is not expected for these two rates to agree
completely due to the time delays from star formation to
merger [156–164].

In most plausible formation scenarios (e.g., if BBHs
arise from stellar progenitors), we do not expect R(z) to
continue growing with arbitrarily high z. Instead, we an-
ticipate that R(z) will reach a maximum beyond which it
turns over and falls to zero. Even in cases where the peak
redshift zp at which R(z) is maximized lies beyond the
LIGO–Virgo detection horizon, a sufficiently tight upper
limit on the stochastic gravitational-wave background
due to distant compact binary mergers [165–167] can be
leveraged to bound zp from above, potentially yielding a
joint measurement of κ and zp [168]. As demonstrated
in [169], our current instruments are not yet sensitive
enough to enable a meaningful joint constraint on κ and
zp, even with the inclusion of new events in GWTC-3.

As heavy BBHs are primarily believed to arise from
low-metallicity stellar progenitors [170–172], one might
wonder if more massive BBHs are observed at systemat-
ically higher redshifts than less massive systems. More-
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FIG. 11. The differential merger rate for the primary mass predicted using three non-parametric models compared to the
fiducial PP model. Solid curves are the medians and the colored bands are the 90% credible intervals. These models offer
increased flexibility compared to phenomenological models in predicting the population. The PS applies a perturbation to the
primary mass in a modified version of our fiducial PP model that does not include the Gaussian peak. FM models the chirp
mass, mass ratio, and aligned spin distribution as a weighted sum of mixture components. Both of these models incorporate a
single parameter redshift evolution of the merger rate [Eq. (7)]. The BGP models the two-dimensional mass distribution as a
binned Gaussian Process which is piecewise constant in logmi, illustrating the same analysis as presented in Sec. IV with FAR
< 0.25 yr−1. All three models infer a local maximum in the merger rate at around 10M� and 35M�.
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FIG. 12. The cubic spline function, f(m1), describing the
perturbations to an underlying power law inferred with the
PS model. The thin grey lines show 1000 draws from the
posterior while the black lines show the knot locations (verti-
cal) and the 90% credible region of the posterior. The dashed
blue lines mark the 90% credible bounds of the Gaussian pri-
ors (centered on zero) imposed on each knot’s height. The
shaded region covers any masses less than the 95th percentile
of the marginal posterior distribution on mmin. Because the
low mass region of the mass distribution is cut off and there
are no observations there, the posterior in this region resem-
bles the prior of the cubic spline function.

over, any metallicity dependence in the physics of stars,
such as the maximum black hole mass imposed by pair
instability supernovae (PISN) [144, 146, 173], could yield
redshift-dependent features in the black hole mass dis-
tribution [174, 175]. Such a redshift dependence would
confound efforts to leverage the PISN mass gap as a probe
of cosmology. Previous investigations [176] demonstrated

using GWTC-2 that redshift dependence of the maxi-
mum BBH mass would be required to fit the observa-
tions if the BBH mass distribution has a sharp upper
cutoff. However, if the distribution decays smoothly at
high masses, for example as a power-law, the data are
consistent with no redshift dependence of the cutoff lo-
cation.

We revisit this question using the latest BBH detec-
tions among GWTC-3, finding that these conclusions
remain unchanged. Specifically, by modelling the high-
mass tail of the distribution with a separate power-law
index, we find no evidence that the distribution is red-
shift dependent, suggesting that the high-mass structure
in the BBH mass distribution remains consistent across
redshift.

E. Outliers in the BBH Population

While we inferred the population of most BBH and bi-
naries involving NS, some systems (particularly with high
mass ratio) lie at the boundary between these categories
[23, 142]. So far, we have simply excluded these events
from our BBH analysis. To demonstrate this choice is in-
ternally self-consistent and well-motivated, we show that
these events are outliers from our recovered BBH pop-
ulation. Specifically, we repeat the population analysis
using the PP model, highlighting the extent to which the
population changes when including these events.

For a population consisting of all potential BBH events
in O3, including GW190917 and GW190814, the mass
distribution must extend to lower masses. In Fig. 14
we plot the recovered distribution for the minimum BH
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FIG. 13. Constraints on the evolution of the BBH merger
rate with redshift. Top: Posterior on the power-law index
κ governing the BBH rate evolution, which is presumed to
take the form R(z) ∝ (1 + z)κ. The blue histogram shows
our latest constraints using GWTC-3 (κ = 2.7+1.8

−1.9), while
the dashed distribution shows our previous constraints under
GWTC-2. Bottom: Central 50% (dark blue) and 90% (light
blue) credible bounds on the BBH merger rate R(z). The
dashed line, for reference, is proportional to the rate of cosmic
star formation [155]; we infer that R(z) remains consistent
with evolution tracing star formation.

mass, mmin, that characterizes the primary mass scale
above which a power-law distribution exists. The min-
imum mass is mmin = 2.2+0.28

−0.22M�, with an extremely

sharp turn-on of δm = 0.38+1.2
−0.35M�. By contrast, if we

remove the two low-mass events, we find a minimum BH
mass of mmin = 2.5+0.67

−0.44M�, which is consistent with a

mass gap, and a broader turn-on of δm = 7.8+1.9
−4.0M�.

It is the secondary masses, m2 of these events which is
in tension with the remainder of the population. This
is clearly demonstrated in Fig. 14 where the secondary
masses are shown by the shaded regions. A single mini-
mum BH mass is imposed upon all BH, and therefore it is
the secondary masses of low-mass or asymmetric binaries
have the strongest impact on our inference of mmin.

These analyses imply two key results about the com-
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FIG. 14. The posterior distribution on the minimum mass
truncation hyper-parameter, mmin, inferred with the PP
model. The posteriors are shown both including and exclud-
ing the two BBH mergers containing low mass secondaries,
GW190814 and GW190917. The cutoff at mmin = 2 M� cor-
responds to the lower bound of the prior distribution. The
inclusion of either of these two events significantly impacts
the distribution. The shaded regions indicate the 90% credi-
ble interval on them2 posterior distribution for the two outlier
events, GW190814 (purple) and GW190917 (grey).

pact binary population. On the one hand, the binary
black hole population excluding highly asymmetric sys-
tems GW190814 is well-defined, and the analyses car-
ried out in this section well-suited to characterizing the
bulk of the BBH population. On the other hand, the
existence of GW190814 implies the existence of a sub-
population of highly asymmetric binaries, disconnected
from the BBH population but potentially connected to
the recently-identified population of NSBH.

VII. SPIN DISTRIBUTION OF BLACK HOLES
IN BINARIES

Compared to our previous work [11], we find two key
new conclusions for black hole spins: that the spin dis-
tribution broadens above 30M�, and that the mass ra-
tio and spin are correlated. Adopting previous coarse-
grained models, we find consistent conclusions as our
analysis of GWTC-2; notably, we still conclude that a
fraction of events probably have negative χeff .

The component spins of binary black holes may of-
fer vital clues as to the evolutionary pathways that
produce merging BBHs [177–184]. The magnitudes of
BBH spins are expected to be influenced by the nature
of angular momentum transport in stellar progenitors
[172, 185, 186], processes like tides [183, 187, 188] and
mass transfer that operate in binaries, and the environ-
ment in which the binary itself is formed. Their direc-
tions, meanwhile, may tell us about the physical pro-
cesses by which binaries are most often constructed; we
expect BBHs born from isolated stellar evolution to pos-
sess spins preferentially aligned with their orbital angular
momenta, while binaries that are dynamically assembled
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in dense environments are predicted to exhibit isotropi-
cally oriented spins [177, 179].

Figure 15 illustrates our constraints on the component
spin magnitudes (left) and spin tilts (right) of BBHs un-
der the Default spin model. Using GWTC-3, we make
similar conclusions regarding the spin magnitude distri-
bution as made previously with GWTC-2. In particular,
spin magnitudes appear concentrated below χi . 0.4,
with a possible tail extending towards large or maximal
values. Our understanding of the spin tilt distribution,
in contrast, has evolved with the addition of new BBHs
in GWTC-3. As in GWTC-2, we again exclude the case
of perfect spin–orbit alignment (corresponding to ζ = 1
and σt = 0). With GWTC-3, however, we more strongly
favor a broad or isotropic distribution of spin tilts. This
shift is seen in the right-hand side of Fig. 15: whereas the
cos θ distribution inferred from GWTC-2 was consistent
with tilts concentrated preferentially around cos θ = 1,
evidence for this concentration is now diminished, with
O3b results preferring a flatter distribution across cos θ.

Figure 16 illustrates our updated constraints on the
χeff and χp distributions under the Gaussian spin
model. As above, our previous results obtained with
GWTC-2 are shown in blue, while black curves show our
updated measurements with O3b. Measurement of the
χeff distribution with GWTC-2 suggested an effective in-
spiral spin distribution of non-vanishing width centered
at χeff ≈ 0.05, while the χp distribution appeared in-
compatible with a narrow distribution at χp = 0, bol-
stering the conclusion above that the BBH population
exhibits a range of non-vanishing spin-tilt misalignment
angles. These conclusions are further strengthened when
updating our analysis with GWTC-3. We again infer a
χeff distribution compatible with small but non-vanishing
spins, with a mean centered at 0.06+0.04

−0.05. Our updated
constraints on the effective precessing spin distribution
reaffirm the need for non-vanishing χp among the BBH
population. The χp measurements made previously with
GWTC-2 were consistent with both a broad underly-
ing distribution or a very narrow distribution centered
around χp ≈ 0.3; this latter possibility is the source of
the apparent jaggedness seen in the GWTC-2 result. We
draw similar conclusions with GWTC-3, finding that χp

measurements can be explained either by a broad dis-
tribution centered at χp = 0, or a narrow distribution
centered at χp ≈ 0.2. If we include GW190814 in our
sample (which is otherwise excluded by default from our
BBH analyses) support for this second mode is dimin-
ished, leaving a zero-centered χp distribution with stan-

dard deviation 0.16+0.15
−0.08.

In addition to the distributions of effective inspiral
spins and component spins χ1 and χ2 associated with
the more and less massive components of BBHs, re-
spectively, we also explore the distributions of the more
and less rapidly spinning components among the BBH
population [189]. For a given binary, we define χA =
max|χ| (χ1,χ2) and χB = min|χ| (χ1,χ2) as the compo-
nent spins with the larger and smaller magnitudes, re-

spectively. As discussed in Sec. IX, some models for stel-
lar evolution and explosion predict that isolated black
holes are born effectively non-rotating and that binary
black hole systems primarily acquire spin through tidal
spin-up of the secondary component by the first-born
(non-spinning) black hole. If this is the case, then we
expect to observe a non-vanishing distribution of χA but
a distribution of χB concentrated at or near zero. Fig-
ure 17 shows the resulting distributions of these spin-
sorted magnitudes χA (blue) and χB (green), as implied
by the Default model constraints on component spin
magnitudes and tilt angles. Light and dark shaded re-
gions show 50% and 90% credible bounds on each param-
eter, while the dark lines trace the expectation value of
p(χ) as a function of spin-sorted χ. The χA distribution,
by definition, is concentrated at larger values than the
peak seen in Fig. 15 (at χ ≈ 0.2). Across the BBH popu-
lation, these more rapidly spinning components exhibit a
distribution that likely peaks near χA ≈ 0.4, with 1st and
99th percentiles at 0.08+0.05

−0.04 and 0.78+0.09
−0.09, respectively.

Less rapidly spinning components, meanwhile, are cen-
tered at or below χB . 0.2, with 99% of values occurring
below 0.53+0.09

−0.07.

One significant question explored in our previous study
[11] was the degree to which BBHs exhibit extreme spin-
orbit misalignment, with tilt angles exceeding θ ≥ 90◦

and thus negative effective inspiral spins. Such steeply
tilted spins are unlikely for BBH formation from iso-
lated stellar progenitors [190], and hence would serve
as a strong indicator of dynamical interaction during
BBH evolution. Our GWTC-2 study [11] interpreted
the results of the Default and Gaussian spin analy-
ses as indicating the presence of extremely misaligned
spins. As seen in Fig. 15, the component spin-tilt dis-
tribution is non-vanishing below cos θ = 0. Similarly, in
Fig. 16 the χeff distribution has significant support at
χeff < 0. To check whether this requirement for negative
χeff was a true feature of the data or an extrapolation
of the Gaussian population model (which assumes the
existence of extended tails), we extended the Gaussian
model to truncate the effective inspiral spin on the range
χeff,min ≤ χeff ≤ 1 (rather than −1 ≤ χeff ≤ 1) and hier-
archically measured the lower truncation bound χeff,min.
We found χeff,min < 0 at 99.1% credibility, concluding
that the data required the presence of negative effective
inspiral spins. We obtain consistent results if we perform
an identical check with GWTC-3; Fig. 18 illustrates our
updated posterior on χeff,min, now inferred to be negative
at 99.8% credibility.

This interpretation was challenged in [191] and [192],
which argued that no evidence for extreme spin misalign-
ment exists if BBH spin models are expanded to allow the
existence of a secondary subpopulation with vanishingly
small spins. Other avenues of investigation are also in
tension with the identification of extreme spin-orbit mis-
alignment. When the χeff distribution is allowed to cor-
relate with other BBH parameters, like the binary mass
ratio (see Sec. VII B), evidence for negative χeff values
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FIG. 15. The distributions of component spin magnitudes χ (left) and spin-orbit misalignment angles θ (right) among
binary black hole mergers, inferred using the Default component spin model described further in Sect. B 2 a; e.g., both
spin magnitudes are drawn from the same distribution. In each figure, solid black lines denote the median and central 90%
credible bounds inferred on p(χ) and p(cos θ) using GWTC-3. The light grey traces show individual draws from our posterior
distribution on the Default model parameters, while the blue traces show our previously published results obtained using
GWTC-2. As with GWTC-2, in GWTC-3 we conclude that the spin magnitude distribution peaks near χi ≈ 0.2, with a tail
extending towards larger values. Meanwhile, we now more strongly favor isotropy, obtaining a broad cos θi distribution that
may peak at alignment (cos θi = 1) but that is otherwise largely uniform across all cos θ.
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FIG. 16. Left panel : Inferred distribution of χeff for our latest full analysis in black. For comparison, the blue distribution and
interval shows our inferences derived from GWTC2. Right panel : Corresponding result for χp. While both panels in this figure
are derived using the Gaussian spin model, we find similar conclusions with the other spin models used to analyze GWTC-2.

diminishes [193]. Motivated by the concerns raised in
[191] and [192], we repeat our inference of χeff,min but
under an expanded model that allows for a narrow sub-
population of BBH events with extremely small effective
inspiral spins:

p(χeff |µeff , σeff , χeff,min) = ζbulkN[χeff,min,1](χeff |µeff , σeff)

+ (1− ζbulk)N[−1,1](χeff |0, 0.01).
(18)

Here, ζbulk is the fraction of BBHs in the wide bulk pop-
ulation, truncated above χeff,min, while (1− ζbulk) is the
fraction of events residing in the vanishing spin sub-
population, which formally extends from −1 to 1. When
repeating our inference of χeff,min under this expanded

model, our data still prefer a negative χeff,min but with
lower significance. As seen in Fig. 18, we now infer that
χeff,min < 0 at 88.4% credibility. This expanded model
allows us to additionally investigate evidence for the exis-
tence of a sub-population of BBHs with vanishingly small
spins. GWTC-3 prefers but does not require such a sub-
population to exist. We measure ζbulk = 0.49+0.32

−0.22, with
ζbulk > 0.18 at 99% credibility, but also find that our
posterior remains consistent with ζbulk = 1.
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FIG. 17. Distribution of magnitudes of the most (χA) and
least (χB) rapid component spin among BBHs in GWTC-
3. Traces show individual draws from our posterior on the
spin population under the Default model, while dark curves
bound 90% credible bounds on p(χA) and p(χB).

A. Spin distribution consistent as mass increases

Our previous analysis adopted the same spin distri-
bution at all masses. The spins of low-mass binaries
dominate the reconstructed spin distribution. However,
the binaries with the most extreme values of spins have
heavier masses: observations GW170729, GW190517,
GW190519, GW190620, GW190706, GW190805, and
GW191109, constitute 70% of the binaries with moder-
ate to high spins. This preponderance of massive bina-
ries with large spin suggests a one-size-fits-all approach
might not fully capture how well we can predict black
hole spins given their mass; conversely, this preponder-
ance can also reflect the increased impact on our search
sensitivity at the highest masses. Too, astrophysical for-
mation scenarios often predict correlations between mass
and spin, both from isolated and dynamical formation
[172, 194]. Using the FM model for the aligned spin
components we reconstruct the trend of |sz| versus mass.
Figure 19 shows the aligned spin magnitude distribution
versus binary chirp mass. At low masses, the aligned spin
is consistent with (and well constrained to be close to)
zero, (i.e., maximum aligned spin magnitude averaged
over chirp masses 30M� or less is 0.37 at 90% credibil-
ity). At heavier masses, the aligned spin is still consis-
tent with zero, albeit with larger dispersion (i.e., maxi-
mum aligned spin magnitude averaged over chirp masses
30M� or more is 0.51 at 90% credibility). This trend
is qualitatively consistent with the relative proportion of
events versus chirp mass: very few observations have high
chirp masses, providing relatively little leverage to con-
strain spins. At high chirp masses, the spin distribution
is poorly constrained by only a handful of measurements,
closer to our broad prior assumptions, in contrast to the
better-constrained distribution at low mass. We have no
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FIG. 18. Cumulative probabilities on the minimum trunca-
tion bound on the χeff distribution as inferred using GWTC-2
and GWTC-3. When modeling the effective inspiral spin dis-
tribution as a Gaussian truncated on χeff,min ≤ χeff ≤ 1, we
inferred using GWTC-2 that χmin,eff < 0 at 99.1% credibil-
ity, and hence that the data support the existence of BBH
mergers with negative effective inspiral spins. Using GWTC-
3, this same analysis more strongly infers that χmin,eff < 0,
now at 99.8% credibility. As discussed further below, evidence
for negative effective inspiral spins is diminished under an ex-
panded model that allows for a subset of BBHs to possess
vanishing effective inspiral spins. When instead modeling the
χeff distribution as a mixture between a broad Gaussian and
a narrow Gaussian sub-population centered at χeff = 0 (e.g.,
the second consistent with zero spin), we infer χmin,eff < 0 at
88.4% credibility.

evidence to support or refute a trend of aligned spin with
chirp mass.

Figure 19 suggests aligned spin magnitude remains
constrained to be close to zero independently of the most
well-identified peaks in the mass distribution, contrary to
what would be expected from hierarchical formation sce-
narios for these peaks [108, 194–198].

B. High spin correlates with asymmetric binaries

BBHs may exhibit an anti-correlation between their
mass ratios and spins, such that binaries with q ∼ 1
favor effective inspiral spin parameters near zero, while
binaries with more unequal mass ratios exhibit preferen-
tially positive χeff values [193]. To evaluate the degree
to which q and χeff are (or are not) correlated, following
prior work [193] we adopt a Gaussian model for the χeff

distribution with a mean and standard deviation that are
allowed to evolve with q:

p(χeff |q) ∝ exp

[
− (χeff − µ(q))2

2σ2(q)

]
, (19)
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FIG. 19. The dependence of aligned spin magnitude on the
chirp mass. The light/dark shaded regions are the aligned
spin magnitude at a credibility 90%/50%. The distribution
is consistent with small values for lower chirp mass bina-
ries, however, there is an increase in the magnitude for chirp
masses of 30 M� and higher.
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FIG. 20. Posterior constraints on the mean (top) and stan-
dard deviation (bottom) of the χeff distribution as a function
of mass ratio q. At 98.3% credibility, we find that the mean
of the χeff shifts towards larger values for more unequal mass
systems. The grey region in the lower panel shows the area
artificially excluded by our prior on the parameters σ0 and β;
see Eq. (20).

FIG. 21. Posteriors on the mass ratios and effective inspi-
ral spins of BBHs in GWTC-3, reweighted to a population-
informed prior allowing for a correlation between q and χeff .
We infer that the mean of the BBH χeff distribution shifts
towards larger values with decreasing mass ratios. Accord-
ingly, reweighted events shift considerably, such that events
with q ∼ 1 contract about χeff ≈ 0 while events with q < 1
shift towards larger effective inspiral spins.

with

µ(q) = µ0 + α(q − 1) (20a)

log10 σ(q) = log10 σ0 + β(q − 1). (20b)

The new hyperparameters α and β measure the extent
to which the location or width of the χeff distribution
changes as a function of mass-ratio.

We repeat hierarchical inference of the BBH popula-
tion, adopting the fiducial model for the primary mass
and redshift distribution. At 98.3% credibility, we con-
strain α < 0, indicating that more unequal-mass bina-
ries preferentially possess larger, more positive χeff . Fig-
ure 20 illustrates our constraints on the mean and stan-
dard deviation of the χeff distribution as a function of
mass ratio. Each light trace represents a single sample
from our hyperposterior, and the solid black lines denote
the median values and central 90% bounds on µ(q) and
σ(q) at a given value of q. If we adopt these hierarchi-
cal results as a new, population-informed prior, Fig. 21
shows the resulting reweighted posteriors for the BBHs
among GWTC-3. Each filled contour bounds the central
90% region for a given event in the q–χeff plane, while
black points mark events’ one-dimensional median q and
χeff measurements.

VIII. COMPARISON WITH OTHER GW
CATALOGS

In this paper, we have presented population inferences
based upon events identified by the LIGO Scientific,
Virgo and KAGRA Collaborations in data taken by the
Advanced LIGO and Advanced Virgo instruments during
their first three observing runs [1, 2]. We have imposed a
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FAR threshold of < 0.25 yr−1 across all analyses incorpo-
rating NS binaries and a lower threshold FAR< 1 yr−1 for
BBH analyses. This excludes several events which pass
the threshold of pastro > 0.5 for inclusion in GWTC-3 .
In addition, a number of analyses of the public GW data
from O1, O2 and O3a [24, 66–70] have identified addi-
tional candidate binary merger events. In the remainder
of the paper, we have restricted the primary analysis to
events included in GWTC-3. The overriding reason for
this is that differences in the analysis methods prevent
a detailed evaluation of search sensitivity, as described
in Section III, which is critical to interpreting the pop-
ulation. In this Section, we investigate the consistency
of the remaining GWTC-3 events and additional non-
GWTC events with the population models inferred in
this paper.

For concreteness, when referring to results reported by
external groups, we include all events identified as GWs
in their catalogs. In O1, there is one additional event,
GW151216 identified in [67]. The additional events from
O2 are GW170304, GW170425, and GW170403 which
are identified in [66, 68], and GW170121, GW170202,
and GW170727 which were also then independently
found in open gravitational-wave catalog two (2-OGC)
[70]. In O3, we include 16 additional events. These
include GW190916 200658 and GW190926 050336
which were originally identified in 3-OGC [24] and
independently identified in Gravitational Wave Tran-
sient Catalog 2.1 (GWTC-2.1) [4]; GW190403 051519,
GW190426 190642 and GW190514 065416 which are in-
cluded in GWTC-2.1 but have a FAR below our < 1 yr−1

threshold; GW191113 071753, GW191126 115259,
GW191204 110529, GW191219 163120,
GW200208 222617, GW200210 092254,
GW200220 061928, GW200220 124850,
GW200306 093714, GW200308 173609,
GW200322 091133 which are included in GWTC-3
but again have a FAR below our < 1 yr−1 threshold.

In Figure 22, we show the additional gravitational wave
events which were not included in the sample used in
this paper. The additional events are broadly consis-
tent with the population presented here although several
events lie at the boundaries of the identified population.
Specifically, two of the events have aligned spins that lie
outside the inferred population. These are GW151216
with a mean χeff = 0.82 and GW170403 with a mean
χeff = −0.58. The analysis in [68] used a prior which is
constant in χeff which is significantly different from the
uniform in spin-magnitude prior used in the GWTC pa-
pers. A re-analysis of GW151216 and GW170403 [199]
leads to inferred χeff distributions which are more consis-
tent with the population inferred here. Specifically, this
gives χeff = 0.5+0.2

−0.5 for GW151216 and χeff = −0.2+0.4
−0.3

for GW170403. In addition, the sub-threshold events
from GWTC-3 extend the distribution to both higher
masses and higher mass ratios. However, only low sig-
nificance events currently populate these regions. Addi-
tional observations in future runs will allow us to deter-

mine whether these low significance events are more likely
spurious, or were the first hints of a broader population
in the mass space.

With regard to events potentially containing NS,
GWTC-3 contains several candidates that do not sat-
isfy our FAR< 1/yr threshold but do have m2 poten-
tially consistent with NS masses, namely GW191219 and
GW200210. Both events are inferred to have highly
asymmetric masses and could possibly be an indication
of additional NSBH sources, or asymmetric BBH similar
to GW190814. Further observations in future runs will
again allow us to investigate these interesting regions of
the binary parameter space in greater detail.

IX. ASTROPHYSICAL INTERPRETATION

A. Implications for binary black hole formation

1. Mass distribution

The statistical distribution of BH source properties
such as their mass, spin and redshift can be used to probe
the astrophysics of BH binary formation and evolution
[94, 108, 110, 172, 180, 184, 196, 197, 200–211]. The
analysis performed in Sec. VI has identified structures in
the mass distribution of BBHs that go beyond a standard
power-law model and can help to shed light on formation
processes. These features were previously identified in
[45], but we are now more confident that they are statis-
tically significant (see Sec. VI and Appendix E2).

The underlying mass distribution of BBHs inferred in
this paper peaks at a primary mass∼ 10M�, withthe ma-
jority of BBHs having a primary BHs with a mass lower
than this value (e.g., see Fig. 11). Formation in glob-
ular clusters has been long recognized as an important
channel for merging BBHs [212–220]. In this scenario,
BBHs are assembled during three body dynamical inter-
actions in a low metallicity environment. The resulting
BH mass distribution is generally predicted to peak at
> 10M�. Three recent studies of globular cluster for-
mation find that the BBH merger rate is severely sup-
pressed where we observe a peak: one study [160] finds
that the BBH merger rate is severely suppressed below
about m ' 13M� with a corresponding realistic merger
rate at this mass value of ∼ 0.5 Gpc−3yr−1M−1

� (see their
Fig. 2); another recent study [221] finds similar results,
with a peak in their mass distribution at about m ' 15–
20M� (see their Fig. 5); a third analysis [220] finds the
peak at m ' 20M�. Taking these results at face value,
the inferred high merger rate of sources with . 10M�
may suggest that globular clusters contribute subdomi-
nantly to the detected population. Dynamical formation
in young clusters is also disfavored to explain the whole
BH population at m ' 10M� because lighter BHs are
ejected by supernova kicks and do not participate to the
dynamical evolution of the cluster [222–224].

Galactic nuclei can produce a BBH population with a
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FIG. 22. The measured properties of the BBH candidates not included in the population study presented in this paper (shaded
regions), compared to the inferred population from the PP model presented in Section VI A (black contours). These include
both events which fall below our FAR threshold as well as events identified by other groups. The events are color coded based
upon the search which first identified them: catalogs from O1 and O2 [66–68] in red, events from 3-OGC (which incorporates
events in O1–O3a) [24] in green, and from GWTC-3 with FAR> 1 yr−1 threshold in blue.

much wider mass spectrum than both young and glob-
ular clusters [225–231]. Because of their high metallici-
ties and escape velocities, nuclear star clusters can form
and retain a significant number of lighter BHs, which
can then pair and merge. BBH formation near an AGN
disk can produce a significant population of BBH merg-
ers with a wide mass spectrum [162, 194, 197, 232, 233].
In such scenarios, the observed low mass overdensities
without counterparts in spin could be reflections of su-
pernova physics; by contrast, in these hierarchical for-
mation models no evident mechanism can impart them
without a corresponding signature in spin. If the BBHs
are formed near an AGN disk, this process might se-
lect heavier BHs, hardening the BBH mass function and
driving the peak of the mass distribution towards values
higher than observed [234].

Isolated binary evolution models often predict a peak
near m ' 10M� [172, 235–238]. Recent population
models find component masses of merging BBHs that
peak at 8–10M� and come from ∼ 20–30M� progenitors
[171, 172, 237]. The overall merger rate normalization of
the peak remains, however, poorly constrained. More-
over, the peak of the mass distribution can shift signifi-
cantly depending on the adopted supernova, natal kick,
mass transfer, and wind prescriptions, and star formation
history of the Universe [32, 164, 171, 222, 235, 239, 240].

The analysis in Section VI suggests two additional
peaks in the mass distribution at m ∼ 17M� and at
35M�. The three most significant mass peaks are there-
fore separated by roughly a factor of two from each other
[45]. Assuming these peaks exist, an explanation con-
sistent with our constraints on BH spins is that they
originate either from the initial BH mass function, or
that they are produced by different populations formed
by separate physical processes or formation channels.

The other feature of the inferred BH mass distribu-
tion that was shown in our analysis is the apparent lack
of truncation at m ∼ 40M�, which confirms our re-

sults based on GWTC-1 and GWTC-2 [2, 25]. A mass
gap between approximately 50+20

−10M� and ∼ 120M� is
predicted by stellar evolution models as the result of
the pair instability process in the cores of massive stars
[144–150]. However, due to our limited knowledge of
the evolution of massive stars, the formation of BHs
heavier than ∼ 40M� from stellar collapse cannot be
fully excluded [150, 172, 241–244]. The location of the
mass gap is sensitive to the uncertain 12C(α, γ)16O re-
action rate, which governs the production of oxygen
at the expense of carbon [146, 241, 245]. Moreover,
BHs formed from progenitor stars at low metallicities
(Z/Z� . 0.1) might avoid all together the mass limit
imposed by pair-instability [174, 243, 244]. The lack of
a sharp truncation at high masses might indicate a dy-
namical process, such as the hierarchical merger of BHs
[108, 151, 195, 196, 198, 221, 226, 230, 246–250] or stars
[251–254] in dense clusters or in the gaseous disk sur-
rounding a massive BH [205]. In a hierarchical scenario
we would expect the more massive BHs to also have the
larger spins [195, 196]. While we do observe such a mass–
spin correlation above m ∼ 40M� (Fig. 19), the binaries
with a signature that χeff is not zero all prefer χeff > 0
(see Table IV), while hierarchical formation in dynamical
environments would lead to isotropically oriented spins.
BHs can also increase their birth mass beyond the pair-
instability mass gap through the efficient accretion of gas
from a stellar companion or from a surrounding gaseous
disk [255–259]. Highly coherent accretion on one of the
BHs could also explain the negative correlation between
χeff and q shown in Fig. 20, although accretion in gas-
free scenarios should be highly super-Eddington in order
to impart significant spin [257, 259]. Alternatively, pri-
mordial BHs can have masses above the pair-instability
mass threshold, although this most likely requires effi-
cient accretion before the reionization epoch in order not
to violate current constraints [260].
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2. Redshift distribution

In Section VI we showed that the BBH merger rate in-
creases with redshift, as (1 + z)κ, with κ ∼ 3. Although
error bars are large, current data prefer a model in which
the merger rate evolves steeply with redshift and at a rate
that is consistent with the growth in star formation. For
binary formation in the field, the predicted value of κ is
sensitive to the assumed efficiency of common envelope
ejection: values between κ = 0.2 and 2.5 are all possi-
ble, although relatively small values κ ∼ 1 are preferred
[163, 164, 171, 222, 261]. Delay times in the field are
also dependent upon stability of mass transfer, e.g., [262].
Similarly, κ . 2 is often found in models of BBHs forma-
tion in open and young clusters [224, 263]. Dynamical
formation in globular clusters predicts κ . 2 [158, 264],
e.g., [160] find κ = 1.6+0.4

−0.6, and show that the most im-
portant parameter affecting the value of κ in the globular
cluster scenario is the initial cluster half-mass density, ρh,
while uncertainties in other model parameters (e.g., natal
kicks, black hole masses, metallicity) have a small effect.
Only models in which globular clusters are formed with a
high half-mass density, ρh > 105M� pc−3, lead to κ & 2
[160]. While uncertainties are large, improved constraints
on the merger rate evolution have the potential to unveil
important information about the physics of massive bi-
naries [96, 172, 235, 261] and the initial conditions of
clusters across cosmic time [158, 211, 264].

3. Spin distribution

We observe evidence that the spin distribution both re-
quires spin–orbit misalignment and also includes events
with anti-aligned spins. BBHs with a large spin–orbit
misalignment can be formed in dynamical environments
such as globular, nuclear, and young star clusters, or ac-
tive galactic nuclei [179, 198, 226, 229]. In these systems,
two single BHs are paired together during a three body
interaction and/or undergo a number of subsequent dy-
namical interactions before merging. Their spins have di-
rections that are therefore uncorrelated with each other
and with the orbital angular momentum of the binary,
leading to an isotropic spin–orbit alignment [177, 179].
The evolution of BH spins in AGN disks depends on sev-
eral uncertain factors, such as the importance of accre-
tion and dynamical encounters, the initial spin orienta-
tion, and the efficiency of migration [197, 265]. If radial
migration of BHs is inefficient, the distribution of χeff

skews toward higher values because scattering encoun-
ters that randomize spin directions become less frequent.
On the other hand, efficient migration would imply more
frequent dynamical encounters, producing a χeff distribu-
tion centered around zero [265]. However, the dispersion
of the χeff distribution also increases characteristcally
with mass, as with other hierarchical formation scenarios
[108, 194, 197].

Formation from field binaries is thought to produce

components with preferentially aligned spins [177, 179,
183]. Such an alignment, however, is not certain. In
fact, all population models of isolated binaries custom-
arily start with the stellar progenitor spins initially per-
fectly aligned with the orbital angular momentum of the
binary. This assumption is made due to simplicity and
partly because tidal interactions are thought to quickly
remove any spin–orbit misalignment prior to BH forma-
tion. However, the observational evidence of close mas-
sive binaries with highly inclined spin axes suggests that
close massive binaries can form with misaligned spins and
that tides might not in all cases be able to realign the
spins [266–269]. Moreover, a large spin–orbit misalign-
ment can be produced if a binary is the inner compo-
nent of a triple system [264, 270–273], where the tertiary
component can be either a star, another BH, or even a
massive BH [228, 274–276]. In this scenario, the secular
gravitational interaction of the binary with an external
companion can randomize the orbital plane of the binary.
The complex precessional dynamics of the BH spins in
triple systems also changes the spin orientation and lead
to a distribution of χeff peaked near zero, although with a
marginal preference for aligned spins [270, 271]. A spin–
orbit misalignment can also be produced in field binaries
by a stable episode of mass-transfer prior to the forma-
tion of the BHs [277] or by asymmetric mass and neutrino
emission during core-collapse [190, 278], although these
processes are unlikely to produce a large misalignment
for a significant fraction of the population[182, 201, 279].
We conclude that the presence of systems with misaligned
spins is not in contradiction with a scenario in which the
majority, if not all, BBHs form in the field of galaxies.
On the other hand, the fact that the χeff distribution is
not symmetric around zero, if confirmed, can be used to
rule out a model in which all BBHs are formed through
dynamical encounters in star clusters [191, 206].

Corroborating our previous conclusion based on
GWTC-2, we find that the BH population is typically
described by small spins. Predictions for BH spin mag-
nitudes vary depending on the assumptions about stellar
winds and their metallicity dependence, tides, and are
particularly sensitive to the efficiency of angular momen-
tum transport within the progenitor star [185, 186]. If
the stellar core remains strongly coupled to the outer en-
velope during the stellar expansion off the main sequence,
then a significant amount of spin can be carried from the
core to the envelope. In this case, a BH formed from
stellar collapse may be born with nearly zero spins. For
formation in isolated binaries, this implies that the first-
born BH will essentially be a Schwarzschild black hole.
The second-born BH can still form with significant spin
as tidal interactions may realign and increase the spin of
its stellar progenitor in between the two supernova ex-
plosions [280, 281]. If the binary undergoes chemically
homogeneous evolution [282, 283], its components may
both be tidally spun up to near break-up velocity, and
keep this rotation rate throughout main sequence evo-
lution, evolving into BHs with large and aligned spins.
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Black holes that form during the QCD phase transition
in the early Universe will all have essentially zero natal
spins [284, 285]. However, a significant spin can be at-
tained through subsequent gas accretion [260]. Finally, if
BBHs are formed or migrate within the accretion disk of
a supermassive BH, they can accrete from the surround-
ing gaseous environment and spin up [265].

We observe evidence for an increase in spin magni-
tude for systems with higher masses [205, 286, 287] and
more unequal mass ratios [193]. Current stellar evolu-
tion models suggest that larger BH masses should corre-
late with smaller spins because larger BHs originate from
more massive stars which undergo more extensive mass
loss, carrying away most of the angular momentum and
producing BHs with small spins [172, 183, 280]. A con-
sequence of this should be either a decrease in spin mag-
nitude (and χeff) with mass above ∼ 20M� or no corre-
lation, where the predicted trend depends on the specific
stellar evolution models adopted [172, 183]. Predictions
remain uncertain and are strongly dependent on model-
ing assumptions about the angular momentum transport
within the star, spin dissipation during the supernova and
the treatment of binary interaction prior to BH forma-
tion. The observed increase in spin magnitude with mass
might suggest a hierarchical formation scenario. How-
ever, as mentioned above, this scenario seems currently
at odds with the fact that binaries with more unequal
mass ratios and massive components exhibit preferen-
tially positive χeff .

B. Implications for neutron stars

One result from gravitational wave (GW) observations
is tension with the strong preference for 1.35M� mass
objects which has been recovered in galactic BNS [40].
Instead, conservatively assuming all objects below the
maximum neutron star mass are neutron stars, our un-
modeled analysis of the lowest-mass compact objects is
consistent with a broad unimodal Gaussian, allowing for
highly asymmetric binaries. Our analysis of all individ-
ual low-mass (assumed NS) objects suggests a wide NS
mass distribution, without the bimodal structure seen in
the galactic NS population. The GW-observed popula-
tion of low-mass mergers is still small. If this tension
persists, however, several avenues exist to explain a dis-
crepancy between Galactic and GW observations, includ-
ing but not limited to additional formation channels for
GW systems; strong observational selection effects, like
those used to explain GW190425 [21, 288, 289] and the
smaller body in GW200105; or the prospect that BHs
form below the maximum NS mass.

Our conclusions about the compact object mass spec-
trum in general and the mass spectrum of NS in partic-
ular will have substantial impact on the understanding
of the stellar explosions that generate such compact ob-
jects [32, 290, 291] and the binary interactions that carry
these objects towards merger, assuming a stellar origin

for low-mass binary mergers.

Our analyses show no evidence for or against the pres-
ence of a mass distribution feature closely corresponding
to the maximum neutron star mass. Rather, the shape
of the neutron star mass distribution, the existence of
GW190814, and our results for the mass distribution for
compact objects between 3M� and 7M� may instead
suggest a continuous mass spectrum, albeit strongly sup-
pressed above the masses of known NS.

Fortunately, the comparatively high prevalence of ob-
jects close to the maximum neutron star mass suggests
that we will likely observe several objects near this re-
gion in the future, potentially providing several avenues
to connect features in the NS mass distribution to fun-
damental nuclear physics. Our analysis of NS in merging
binaries alone alone suggests the NS mass distribution
extends to the maximum NS mass MTOV expected from
the EOS.

Our analyses are also consistent with both symmetric
(q ' 0.8) and significantly asymmetric (q < 0.8) bina-
ries containing NS in BNS, and modestly (q ∈ [0.5, 0.8])
to highly (q < 0.5) asymmetric binaries in NSBH. Com-
pared to equal-mass mergers [292, 293], modestly asym-
metric NS mergers (with either NS or BH counter-
parts) are potentially strong candidates for multimes-
senger counterparts [294], since an asymmetric merger
can eject more mass [295], produce a larger remnant
disk [296, 297], and potentially produce significant as-
sociated gamma ray burst emission [298–300]. For BNS,
our analyses are consistent with a significant fraction of
highly asymmetric events. For NSBH, the discovery of
GW200105 and GW200115 demonstrate the existence of
asymmetric binaries containing NS with a range of mass
ratios. Based on these events, our inferences about the
low-mass compact object distribution suggests that EM-
bright NSBH mergers could occur at a significant fraction
of the overall NSBH rate. Generally, a broad mass ratio
distribution suggests modestly more favorable prospects
for electromagnetic follow-up observations. Conversely, a
broad mass ratio distribution complicates simple efforts
to interpret existing GW observations which were devel-
oped under the assumption that low-mass binary mergers
are very frequently of comparable mass [301].

Finally, our analyses here leave GW190814 as an out-
lier both from BBH systems and from systems that con-
tain a likely NS. Neither component of this binary has
exceptional masses; for example, the secondary compo-
nent could easily be produced from conventional super-
nova engines [32]. However, based on the merger rates
versus mass identified in our study, this system (and the
larger sample of high-mass-ratio binaries available at a
lower threshold) may require a different formation path-
way [229, 302, 303].
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X. THE GW BACKGROUND FROM BINARY
MERGERS

The observation of binaries with masses in the NSBH
range allows us to provisionally complete a census of
the different classes of compact binaries that contribute
to an astrophysical gravitational-wave background, as-
suming our existing surveys are sensitive to all relevant
sources (i.e., not accounting for frequent subsolar mass
mergers). We have previously predicted the contribu-
tions of BBH and BNS mergers to the gravitational-wave
background, based on the compact binary population ob-
served in GWTC-2 [169]. In Fig. 23, we update this
forecast with our latest knowledge of the BBH and BNS
population and the newly measured rate of NSBH merg-
ers.

The shaded bands on the left side of Fig. 23 shows esti-
mates of and uncertainties on the dimensionless energy-
density spectra

Ω(f) =
1

ρc

dρ

d ln f
(21)

of gravitational waves radiated by each class of com-
pact binary. In Eq. (21), dρ is the gravitational-wave
energy density per logarithmic frequency interval d ln f ,
while ρc is the critical energy density required to close
the Universe. We adopt the same model for the merger
history of compact binaries used previously [169, 304],
assuming that compact binary formation rate traces a
metallicity-weighted star formation rate model [305–307]
with a p(td) ∝ t−1

d distribution of time delays td between
binary formation and merger. Time delays are restricted
to 20 Myr ≤ td ≤ 13.5 Gyr for BNS and NSBH mergers
and 50 Myr ≤ td ≤ 13.5 Gyr for BBHs [171, 308], with
binary formation restricted to redshifts below zmax = 10.
The birth rate of BBH progenitors is further weighted
by the fraction of star formation at metallicities Z <
0.1Z� [170, 309].

Within Fig. 23, the stochastic energy-density due to
BBHs has been marginalized over our uncertainty on
both the local merger rate and mass distribution of the
BBH population, as measured using the PP mass model.
At 25 Hz, we estimate the energy-density due to BBHs to
be ΩBBH(25 Hz) = 4.9+1.5

−1.5 × 10−10. Contributions due
to BNS and NSBH systems, meanwhile, are estimated
adopting the BGP rates reported in Table II. For sim-
plicity, we assume a uniform distribution of neutron star
masses between 1 and 2.5M�, and a logarithmically uni-
form distribution of black hole masses between 5 and
50M� among NSBH binaries. We find ΩBNS(25 Hz) =
0.6+2.4
−0.5 × 10−10 and ΩNSBH(25 Hz) = 1.0+2.4

−0.7 × 10−10.
The blue band in the right side of Fig. 23 denotes

the our estimate of the total gravitational-wave back-
ground due to the superposition of these three source
classes; we expect a total energy-density of Ω(25 Hz) =
6.9+3.5
−2.0 × 10−10. For comparison, the solid black curve

marks our present sensitivity to the gravitational-wave
background [169, 310]. Although our estimate for the

background amplitude lies well below current limits, it
may be accessible with future detectors, such as the
planned “A+” LIGO configuration.

XI. CONCLUSIONS

The third LIGO–Virgo gravitational wave transient
catalog (GWTC-3) [1] has increased our census of the
population of compact mergers by nearly a factor of
two, compared to our analysis of the first half of O3
[11]. We simultaneously employ all observations with
FAR< 0.25 yr−1 to infer the merger rate versus both
component masses across the observed mass spectrum.
For NS, we find a broad mass distribution, extending
up to 2.0+0.3

−0.2M�, in contrast to the unimodal mass dis-
tribution observed for Galactic BNS. We find the BBH
mass distribution is nonuniform, with overdensities at
BH masses of 10M� and 35M�. These overdensities may
reflect the astrophysics associated with generating coa-
lescing binaries, potentially reflecting properties of stel-
lar physics or astrophysical environments. These features
may assist future applications of gravitational wave as-
tronomy. As an example, these sharp features could be
redshift-independent and, if so, used as standard candles
for cosmology [311, 312]. We find the BH mass distri-
bution exhibits an interval between 2.1M� and 5.8 M�
where merger rates are suppressed, which could be con-
sistent with past X-ray observations suggesting a mass
gap [28–31]. Our analysis lacks sufficient sensitivity to
probe the structure of the mass distribution at the high-
est masses m1 > 70M� in detail; however, so far, we find
no evidence for or against an upper mass gap.

We find that observed BH spins are typically small
(half less than 0.26). We still conclude that at least
some of these spins exhibit substantial spin–orbit mis-
alignment. We corroborate a correlation between BBH
effective aligned inspiral spins and mass ratio.

Using parametric models to infer the distribution of
BBH merger rate with redshift, we find the BBH merger
rate likely increases with redshift; we cannot yet assess
more complex models where the shape or extent of the
mass distribution changes with redshift.

Analyses presented in our previous work [11] and in a
companion paper [313] employ coarse-grained models for
the BBH population, smoothing over some of the sub-
tle features identified above. We find that these coarse-
grained models draw similar conclusions on current data
as our previous studies; see Sec. VI A. Applications that
focus on large-scale features of the mass distribution (e.g.,
the stochastic background, as described in Sec. X) only
require these coarse-grained results. Nonetheless, the
mass distribution remains a critical source of systematic
uncertainty in any merger rate integrated over any mass
interval, particularly in mass intervals with few observa-
tions. We specifically find the BNS and NSBH merger
rates exhibit considerable uncertainty in the mass dis-
tribution, with relative merger rate errors within (and
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FIG. 23. Forecast of astrophysical gravitational-wave background due to binary mergers following O3. (Left): The individual
contributions expected from BNS, NSBH and BBH mergers. While uncertainties on the energy-density due to BNS and NSBH
are due to Poisson uncertainties in their merger rates, our forecast for the stochastic background due to BBHs additionally
includes systematic uncertainties associated with their imperfectly known mass distribution. (Right): Estimate of the total
gravitational-wave background (blue), as well as our experimental current sensitivity (solid black) [169, 310]. For comparison,
we additionally show the expected sensitivities of the LIGO-Virgo network at design sensitivity, as well as that of LIGO’s
anticipated “A+” configuraton.

between) models far in excess of the expected statisti-
cal The Poisson error associated with the count of these
events. These systematics propagate directly into our
most conservative estimates for their merger rates.

The next GW survey could have a BNS detection range
increased by approximately 15–40% [314]. Even without
allowing for increased merger rates at higher redshift,
the next survey should identify roughly 3 times more
events of each class then used in this study, including
several new events from the BNS and BHNS category.
We continuously revise our assessment of future observ-
ing prospects [314].
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Appendix A: Sensitivity estimation

A key ingredient in Eqs. (3) and (4) is the detection
fraction ξ(Λ), which estimates the fraction of systems
that we expect to successfully detect from some prior
volume that extends past our detector’s reach. The de-
tection fraction quantifies selection biases, and so it is
critical to accurately characterize. For a population de-
scribed by parameters Λ, the detection fraction is

ξ(Λ) =

∫
Pdet(θ)π(θ|Λ)dθ. (A1)

Here, Pdet(θ) is the detection probability: the probability
that an event with parameters θ would be detected by a
particular search. The detection probability depends on
the angular/sky position and orientation of the source
binary, and crucially for our purposes, on the masses and
redshift of a system, and, to a lesser degree, on the spins.

Given the non-ideal nature of the detector data, the
variation in network sensitivity over time, and the com-
plexity of both the signal waveforms and the search
pipelines, an accurate estimate of Pdet(θ) and ξ(Λ) re-
quires empirical methods, specifically the use of a large
suite of simulated signals added to the data: injections.
For analyses that focus on the BBH subpopulation in
Section VI, we simulate compact binary signals from a
reference BBH population and record which ones are suc-
cessfully detected by the PyCBC, GstLAL or MBTA

search pipelines. We omit the cWB search from our vol-
ume estimate, since at present any detection of a binary
merger was corroborated by a detection in the remain-
ing pipelines. In addition, we also simulate compact bi-
nary signals from reference BNS, NSBH and IMBH pop-
ulations. These injections include binaries with compo-
nent masses in the range 1–600M�, have spins that are
isotropic in orientation and are uniform in comoving vol-
ume. Spins are drawn from a distribution that is uniform
in the dimensionless spin magnitude up to a maximum of
χmax = 0.998 for black holes and χmax = 0.4 for neutron
stars. To control computational costs, the expected net-
work signal to noise ratio (SNR) of each injection is com-
puted using representative detector power spectral densi-
tys (PSDs) for O3. Injections with expected SNR below
6 are assumed not to be detected, and are thus removed
from the set analyzed by the search pipelines. A thor-
ough description of the injections and their underlying
probability distribution is available in [315]. These injec-
tions are then combined into a single dataset as a mixture
model [1, 315] in order to assess sensitivity across the en-
tire parameter space and subpopulations. Our analyses
in Sec. IV make use of these injections to estimate sen-
sitivity.

Unlike previous synthetic simulation sets used in our
population analysis following GWTC-2 [11], the injec-
tions used here model spins that are isotropically dis-
tributed in orientation and hence allow for orbital pre-
cession. Further, the maximum spin magnitude we as-
sume for NS components, 0.4, is significantly larger than
for previous injection sets used to estimate BNS merger
rates [21]. That said, our injections have an effective χeff

distribution that is narrow and centered at 0 while analy-
ses using BNS populations with small NS spins inherently
have χeff ≈ 0. Because the merger rate depends on spins
primarily through the system’s χeff , the specific assump-
tions made about the spin distribution at low mass have
modest impact on the inferred low-mass merger rate.

Following [94, 95, 316, 317], the point estimate for
Eq. (A1) is calculated using a Monte Carlo integral over
found injections:

ξ̂(Λ) =
1

Ninj

Nfound∑
j=1

π(θj | Λ)

pdraw(θj)
, (A2)

where Ninj is the total number of injections, Nfound are
the injections that are successfully detected, and pdraw

is the probability distribution from which the injections
are drawn. When using this approach to estimate sen-

sitivity, we marginalize over the uncertainty in ξ̂(Λ) and
ensure that the effective number of found injections re-
maining after population re-weighting is sufficiently high
(Neff > 4Ndet) following [317]. We also compute (and
some analyses like MS employ) semi-analytic approxi-
mations to the integrated network sensitivity V T (θ, κ) =∫

dtdzdVc/dz/(1 + z) 〈Pdet(θ, z)〉 (1 + z)κ for fiducial
choices of κ, appropriate to characterize sensitivity to
a population with a fixed redshift evolution.
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Parameter Description Prior

α Spectral index for the power-law of the primary mass distribution. U(−4, 12)

βq Spectral index for the power-law of the mass ratio distribution. U(−2, 7)

mmin Minimum mass of the power-law component of the primary mass distribution. U(2M�, 10M�)

mmax Maximum mass of the power-law component of the primary mass distribution. U(30M�, 100M�)

TABLE V. Summary of Truncated model parameters.

For the O3 observing period, we characterize the found
injections as those recovered with a FAR below the cor-
responding thresholds used in population analyses de-
scribed in this paper (1 per year and 1 per 4 years) in
either PyCBC, GstLAL or MBTA. For the O1 and
O2 observing periods, we supplement the O3 pipeline in-
jections with mock injections drawn from the same dis-
tribution pdraw above. For the mock injections, we cal-
culate Pdet(m1,m2, z, χ1,z, χ2,z) according to the semi-
analytic approximation used in our analysis of GWTC-
2 [25], based on a network signal-to-noise ratio threshold
ρ = 10 and representative strain noise power spectral
densities estimated from data recorded during the O1
and O2 observing runs. We combine O1, O2 and O3 in-
jection sets ensuring a constant rate of injections across
the total observing time [318].

Appendix B: Population Model Details

In this section we provide details about the low-
dimensional parameterized population models described
above in Section III. Each subsection includes a table
with a summary of the parameters for that model and the
prior distribution used for each parameter. The prior dis-
tributions are indicated using abbreviations: for exam-
ple, U(0, 1) translates to uniform on the interval (0, 1),
LU(10−6, 105) translates to log-uniform on the interval
10−6, 105, and N(0, 1) translates to a Gaussian distribu-
tion with mean 0 and standard deviation of 1.

For the Truncated, Power Law + Peak, Power
Law + Spline, Power law + dip + break, De-
fault, Gaussian, and power-law population models,
to ensure convergence of the Monte Carlo integral used to
compute Equation 4 we only assign nonzero likelihoods to
points in parameter space with an effective sample size
of at least the number of observed events in our event
list [317]. While this restriction effectively enforces a
data-dependent constraint on the prior relative to what is
listed here, it prevents the inclusion of biased samples in
our inferred posterior distributions which may otherwise
contain relics of unconverged Monte Carlo integrals.

1. Details of mass population models

a. Truncated mass model

Truncated mass model serves as the primary component for some of our mass models. The primary mass
distribution for this model follows a power-law with spectral index α, and with a sharp cut-off at the lower end mmin

and the upper end of the distribution mmax:

π(m1|α,mmin,mmax) ∝
{
m−α1 mmin < m1 < mmax

0 otherwise,
(B1)

Meanwhile, the mass ratio q ≡ m2/m1 follows a power-law distribution with spectral index βq

π(q|βq,mmin,m1) ∝
{
qβq mmin < m2 < m1

0 otherwise.
(B2)

The parameters for this model are summarized in Table V. For this model, as well as further mass models where a
prior on the total merger rate is not specified, the rate prior is proportional to 1/R, or equivalently to 1/N in the
notation of Eq.3–4.
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Parameter Description Prior

α Spectral index for the power-law of the primary mass distribution. U(−4, 12)

βq Spectral index for the power-law of the mass ratio distribution. U(−2, 7)

mmin Minimum mass of the power-law component of the primary mass distribution. U(2M�, 10M�)

mmax Maximum mass of the power-law component of the primary mass distribution. U(30M�, 100M�)

λpeak Fraction of BBH systems in the Gaussian component. U(0, 1)

µm Mean of the Gaussian component in the primary mass distribution. U(20M�, 50M�)

σm Width of the Gaussian component in the primary mass distribution. U(1M�, 10M�)

δm Range of mass tapering at the lower end of the mass distribution. U(0M�, 10M�)

TABLE VI. Summary of Power Law + Peak model parameters.

b. Power Law + Peak mass model

This is equivalent to Model C from [25]. The primary mass distribution is a truncated powerlaw, with the addition
of tapering at the lower mass end of the distribution and a Gaussian component:

π(m1|λpeak, α,mmin, δm,mmax, µm, σm) =

[
(1− λpeak)P(m1| − α,mmax) + λpeakG(m1|µm, σm)

]
S(m1|mmin, δm).

(B3)

Here, P(m1| − α,mmax) is a normalized power-law distribution with spectral index −α and high-mass cut-off mmax.
Meanwhile, G(m1|µm, σm) is a normalized Gaussian distribution with mean µm and width σm. The parameter λpeak is
a mixing fraction determining the relative prevalence of mergers in P and G. Finally, S(m1,mmin, δm) is a smoothing
function, which rises from 0 to 1 over the interval (mmin,mmin + δm):

S(m | mmin, δm) =


0 (m < mmin)

[f(m−mmin, δm) + 1]
−1

(mmin ≤ m < mmin + δm)

1 (m ≥ mmin + δm) ,

(B4)

with

f(m′, δm) = exp

(
δm
m′

+
δm

m′ − δm

)
. (B5)

The conditional mass ratio distribution in this model also includes the smoothing term:

π(q | β,m1,mmin, δm) ∝ qβqS(qm1 | mmin, δm). (B6)

The parameters for this model are summarized in Table VI.

c. Power Law + Spline mass model

The Power Law + Spline mass model explicitly applies a perturbation to a modified version of the fiducial
Power Law + Peak model that does not include the Gaussian peak [46]. Let p(m1|α,mmin,mmax, δm) be the
modified Power Law + Peak model without the Gaussian, then primary mass distribution for the Power Law
+ Spline model is given as:

pPS(m1|α,mmin,mmax, δm, {fi}) = k p(m1|α,mmin,mmax, δm) exp(f(m1|{fi})). (B7)

Above, k is a normalization factor found by numerically integrating pPS over the range of allowed primary masses,
f(m1|{fi}) is the perturbation function we model with cubic splines, and {fi} are the heights of the n knots from which
f is interpolated. The n knot locations are fixed, spaced linearly in logm1 space from 2–100M�. We additionally
restrict the perturbations to converge to the underlying distribution at the boundary nodes by fixing both f0 and
fn−1 to be 0. We chose n = 20 to be the optimal number of knots for this analysis following the same procedure
in [46], which adds a total of 18 additional parameters describing the perturbations to the underlying model. In
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Parameter Description Prior

α Spectral index for the power-law of the primary mass distribution. U(−4, 12)

βq Spectral index for the power-law of the mass ratio distribution. U(−2, 7)

mmin Minimum mass of the power-law component of the primary mass distribution. U(2M�, 10M�)

mmax Maximum mass of the power-law component of the primary mass distribution. U(30M�, 100M�)

δm Range of mass tapering at the lower end of the mass distribution. U(0M�, 10M�)

{fi} Spline perturbation knot heights. N(0, 1)

TABLE VII. Summary of Power Law + Spline model parameters.

Parameter Description Prior

wi Mixing weights. Dirichlet(α),
α1···N = 1/N

µMi Mean of the normal distribution modeling the chirp mass. LU(5.2M�, 65M�)

σMi Scale of the normal distribution modeling the chirp mass. U(0.02 µMi , 0.18 µMi )

µszi Mean of the normal distribution modeling the aligned spin distribution. U(-0.5, 0.5)

σszi Scale of the normal distribution modeling the aligned spin distribution. U(0.05, 0.6)

qmini Minimum value of the mass ratio. U(0.1, 0.95)

αqi Slope of the power-law. U(-7, 2)

R Merger rate. LU(1, 100)

TABLE VIII. Summary of Flexible mixtures model parameters. All rates are in Gpc−3 yr−1.

addition to the primary mass, the conditional mass ratio distribution follows the same form as the Power Law +
Peak model defined in Eq. (B6). For each mass distribution inference with the Power Law + Spline model, we
simultaneously fit the spin distribution with the Default model and the redshift evolution of the merger rate with
the Power Law evolution model. The parameters and chosen prior distributions for the Power Law + Spline
model are summarized in Table VII.

d. Flexible mixtures model

The Flexible mixtures model, Vamana, predicts the population using a sum of weighted components. Each
component is composed of a Gaussian, another Gaussian and a power-law to model the chirp mass, the aligned spins
and the mass ratio respectively. The model is defined as

p(M, q, s1z, s2z|λ) =

N∑
i=1

wi G(M|µMi , σMi )G(s1z|µszi , σszi )σMi )G(s2z|µszi , σszi )P(q|αqi , qmin
i , 1), (B8)

where G is the normal distribution and P is the truncated power-law. For the presented analysis we use N = 11
components. This choice maximises the marginal likelihood, however, the predicted population is robust for a wide
range of N . For detailed description of this model see [49]. Flexible mixtures model uses a power-law to model the
redshift evolution of the merger rate, as described in subsection B 3. The merger rate has a uniform-in-log distributed
prior; the prior distributions for parameters in Eq. B8 are summarized in Table VIII.

e. Binned Gaussian process model

The Binned Gaussian process models the rate densities, m1m2
dRi

dm1 dm2
= ni, as a binned Gaussian Process

where the index i denotes a particular bin in the two-dimensional logm1− logm2 parameter space [115, 116]. The bin
edges in the analysis presented in the paper are located at [1, 2, 2.5, 3, 4, 5, 6.5, 8, 10, 15, 20, 30, 40, 50, 60, 70, 80, 100]M�
with the assumption that m2 ≤ m1. The probabilistic model for the logarithm of the rate density in each bin is defined
as

log ni ∼ N(µ,Σ), (B9)
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Parameter Description Prior

µ Mean log (Rate) in each bin. N(0, 10)

σ Amplitude of the covariance kernel. N(0, 10)

log(l) log (Length scale) of the covariance kernel. N(−0.085, 0.93)

TABLE IX. Summary of Binned Gaussian process model parameters.

where µ is the mean of the Gaussian process and Σ is the covariance matrix that correlates the bins. Each element
of the covariance matrix Σ is generated using a squared-exponential kernel k(x, x‘) which is defined as

k(x, x′) = σ2 exp

(−(x− x′)2

2l2

)
. (B10)

For the specific analysis here we take x, x′ to be the bin centers in logm. The parameter σ models the amplitude
of the covariances while l is a parameter that defines the length scales over which bins are correlated. The prior
distribution chosen here for the length scale is a log-normal distribution with a mean that is the average between the
minimum bin spacing

∆min ≡ min
m1,m2

∆ logm (B11)

and the maximum bin spacing

∆max ≡ max
m1,m2

∆ logm (B12)

with a standard deviation of (∆max−∆min)
4 . This constrains (at “2-σ” in the prior) the correlation length for the GP to

lie between “one bin” and “all the bins.” For our analyses presented in the paper, the mean and standard deviation
are −0.085 and 0.93 respectively. The Binned Gaussian process model assumes a redshift distribution such that
the overall merger rate of compact binaries is uniform-in-comoving volume. The spin distributions for each component
are isotropic in direction and uniform in the spin magnitude with a maximum spin of 0.998 for BHs and 0.4 for NSs;
the prior distribution for the relevant parameters in Equations B9 and B10 is summarized in Table IX.

f. Power law + dip + break mass model

The Power law + dip + break model explicitly searches for separation in masses between two subpopulations
by employing a broken power law with a dip at the location of the power law break. As described in [105] and [106],
the dip is modeled by a notch filter with depth A, which is fit along with the other model parameters in order to
determine the existence and depth of a potential mass gap. No gap corresponds to A = 0, whereas A = 1 corresponds
to precisely zero merger rate over some interval. Power law + dip + break also employs a low-pass filter at high
masses to allow for a tapering of the mass spectrum, which has the effect of a smooth second break to the power law.

The joint mass distribution in this model has the form:

p(m1,m2) ∝ p(m1)p(m2)(m2/m1)β , (B13)

p(m) ∝ ppl(m)n(m)`(m), (B14)

n(m) = 1− A

(1 + (Mgap
low m)ηlow)(1 + (Mgap

highm)ηhigh)
, and (B15)

`(m) =
1

1 + (m/mmax)η
. (B16)

where ppl(m) is a broken power law with exponents α1 between mmin and Mgap
low and α2 between Mgap

low and mmax.
The parameters for this model are summarized in Table X.

g. Neutron star mass models

The mass models adopted for the BNS and NSBH events in Sec. V assume a basic mass distribution that is common
to all NSs, with random pairing into compact binaries. The basic mass distribution is taken to be either a power law
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Parameter Description Prior

α1 Spectral index for the power-law of the mass distribution at low mass. U(−8, 2)

α2 Spectral index for the power-law of the mass distribution at high mass. U(−3, 2)

A Lower mass gap depth. U(0, 1)

Mgap
low Location of lower end of the mass gap. U(1.4M�, 3M�)

Mgap
high Location of upper end of the mass gap U(3.4M�, 9M�)

ηlow Parameter controlling how the rate tapers at the low end of the mass gap 50

ηhigh Parameter controlling how the rate tapers at the low end of the mass gap. 50

η Parameter controlling tapering the truncated power law at high mass U(−4, 12)

β Spectral index for the power-law-in-mass-ratio pairing function. U(−2, 7)

mmin Minimum mass of the power-law component of the mass distribution. U(1M�, 1.4M�)

mmax Maximum mass of the power-law component of the mass distribution. U(35M�, 100M�)

TABLE X. Summary of Power law + dip + break model parameters.

Parameter Description Prior

α Spectral index for the power-law in the Power NS mass distribution. U(−4, 12)

mmin Minimum mass of the NS mass distribution. U(1.0M�, 1.5M�)

mmax Maximum mass of the NS mass distribution. U(1.5M�, 3.0M�)

µ Location of the Gaussian peak in the Peak NS mass distribution. U(1.0M�, 3.0M�)

σ Width of the Gaussian peak in the Peak NS mass distribution. U(0.01M�, 2.00M�)

TABLE XI. Summary of Power and Peak NS mass model parameters.

or, inspired by the shape of the Galactic BNS mass distribution [39–41], a Gaussian. The BH mass distribution is
fixed to be uniform between 3 and 60 M�. The NS mass distribution analysis assumes definite source classifications
for the events. Thus, the joint mass distribution takes the form

p(m1,m2) ∝
{
p(m1)p(m2) if BNS

U(3M�, 60M�)p(m2) if NSBH,
(B17)

with p(m) either a power law with exponent α, minimum mass mmin and maximum mass mmax, or a Gaussian with
a peak of width σ at µ, plus sharp minimum and maximum mass cutoffs mmin, mmax. We call these models Power
and Peak, respectively. Their hyper-parameters, and the choices for their prior distributions, are listed in Table XI.
We additionally impose the constraint mmin ≤ µ ≤ mmax on the Peak model. Besides the flat mmax prior described
in the table, for the analyses excluding GW190814 we use a prior proportional to the cumulative distribution function
of Mmax,TOV, i.e., p(mmax) ∝

∫∞
mmax

dMmax,TOV p(Mmax,TOV). This enforces our expectation that the NS masses in

the gravitational-wave population should not exceed Mmax,TOV.

2. Details of spin population models

a. Default spin model

This model was introduced in [25]. Following [110], the dimensionless spin magnitude distribution is taken to be a
Beta distribution,

π(χ1,2|αχ, βχ) = Beta(αχ, βχ), (B18)

where αχ and βχ are the standard shape parameters that determine the distribution’s mean and variance. The Beta
distribution is convenient because it is bounded on (0,1). The distributions for χ1 and χ2 are assumed to be the same.
Following [111], we define zi = cos θi as the cosine of the tilt angle between component spin and a binary’s orbital
angular momentum, and assume that z is distributed as a mixture of two populations:

π(z|ζ, σt) = ζ Gt(z|σt) + (1− ζ)I(z). (B19)
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Parameter Description Prior

µχ Mean of the Beta distribution of spin magnitudes. U(0,1)

σ2
χ Variance of the Beta distribution of spin magnitudes. U(0.005,0.25)

ζ Mixing fraction of mergers from truncated Gaussian distribution. U(0,1)

σt Width of truncated Gaussian, determining typical spin misalignment. U(0.1,4)

TABLE XII. Summary of Default spin parameters.

Parameter Description Prior

µeff Mean of the χeff distribution. U(−1, 1)

σeff Standard deviation of the χeff distribution. U(0.05,1)

µp Mean of the χp distribution. U(0.05, 1)

σp Standard deviation of the χp distribution. U(0.05, 1)

ρ Degree of correlation between χeff and χp. U(−0.75, 0.75)

χeff,min Lower truncation bound on χeff . U(−1, µeff)

ζ Non-vanishing mixture fraction in Eq. (18). U(0, 1)

TABLE XIII. Summary of Gaussian spin parameters. The χeff,min and ζ parameters appear only in variants of the Gaussian
model, as discussed below.

Here, I(z) is an isotropic distribution, while Gt(z|σt) is a truncated two-dimensional Gaussian, peaking at z = 0
(perfect alignment) with width σt. The mixing parameter ζ controls the relative fraction of mergers drawn from
the isotropic distribution and Gaussian subpopulations. The isotropic subpopulation is intended to accommodate
dynamically assembled binaries, while Gt is a model for field mergers. The parameters for this model and their priors
are summarized in Table XII. Additional constraints to the priors on µχ and σ2

χ are applied by setting αχ, βχ > 1.

b. Gaussian spin model

In addition to the distribution of component spin magnitudes and tilts, we explore the distribution of the effective
inspiral spin parameter χeff and the effective precession spin parameter χp. In particular, we wish to measure the
mean and variance of each parameter, and so model the joint distribution of χeff and χp as a bivariate Gaussian:

π(χeff , χp|µeff , σeff , µp, σp, ρ) ∝ G(χeff , χp|µµµ,ΣΣΣ). (B20)

The mean of this distribution is µµµ = (µeff , µp), and its covariance matrix is

ΣΣΣ =

(
σ2

eff ρσeffσp
ρσeffσp σ2

p

)
. (B21)

The population parameters governing this model and their corresponding priors are shown in Table XIII. Equa-
tion (B20) is truncated to the physically allowed range of each effective spin parameter, with χeff ∈ (−1, 1) and
χp ∈ (0, 1). All results in the main text using the Gaussian model are obtained while simultaneously fitting for the
BBH mass distribution, assuming the Power Law + Peakmodel, and the evolving redshift distribution model in
Appendix B 3 below.

Two variants of this model are additionally discussed in Sect. VII. In the first, Eq. (B20) is modified such that
the effective inspiral spin parameter is truncated not on the interval (−1, 1), but on (χeff,min, 1), where χeff,min is
another parameter to be inferred by the data. The second variant, inspired by [191] and [192] and defined in Eq. (18),
alternatively treats the χeff distribution as a mixture between a bulk component with a variable mean and width
and a narrow zero-spin component centered on χeff = 0. In this second variant, we measure only the marginal χeff

distribution, implicitly assuming that the remaining spin degree of freedom are distributed uniformly and isotropically.
As χeff is the primary spin measurable, we do not expect this implicit prior to have a strong effect.
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3. Redshift Evolution Model

The power-law redshift evolution model parameterizes the merger rate density per comoving volume and source
time as [96]

R(z) = R0(1 + z)κ, (B22)

where R0 denotes the merger rate density at z = 0. This implies that the redshift distribution is

dN

dz
= C dVc

dz
(1 + z)κ−1, (B23)

where dVc/dz is the differential comoving volume, and C is related to R0 by

R0 = C dVc

dz
)

[∫ zmax

0

dVc

dz
(1 + z)κ−1

]−1

. (B24)

We adopt zmax = 2.3 as this is a conservative upper bound on the redshift at which we could detect BBH systems
during O3, for both detection thresholds used in this work. We employ a uniform prior on κ centered at κ = 0. We
take a sufficiently wide prior so that the likelihood is entirely within the prior range, κ ∈ (−6, 6).

4. Models with multiple independent components

a. Multi source model

The Multi source model, introduced in [319], extends the MultiSpin BBH model introduced in [11] to include
additional subpopulations for BNS and NSBH systems. Each subpopulation (two for BBH, one for BNS, and one for
NSBH) is assumed to have an independent rate parameter.

The BBH subpopulation is itself a mixture of two subpopulations, i. a power law mass distribution m−α1 qβ truncated
to a range [mmin,BBH,mmax,BBH] which is inferred from the data, and ii. a Gaussian in (m1,m2) with independent
mean and standard deviation parameters µm1,BBH, µm2,BBH, σm1,BBH, σm2,BBH. Both subpopulations, and both
binary components within them follow independent Default spin models, with ζ ≡ 1.

Two more bivariate Gaussians in m1, m2 are used to model BNS and NSBH. The BH in NSBH follow a Gaussian
mass distribution, with free parameters µm,NSBH, σm,NSBH. As with BBH, these BH follow an independent Default
spin model with ζ ≡ 1. All three types of NS (two in BNS and one in NSBH) follow the same Gaussian mass
distribution, with free parameters µm,NS, σm,NS, mmax,NS (the minimum mass is assumed to be 1M�). Each type
of NS follows an independent Default spin model. To stay within astrophysically plausible spins, the magnitude
distributions are scaled down to χmax = 0.05. Since NS spin tilts are not well measured, we set ζ ≡ 0, assuming they
are isotropic, which has the effect of not wasting any samples from parameter estimation.

In addition to any mass cutoffs mentioned above, all BHs component masses are assumed to lie on the range
[2, 100]M�, with those in NSBHs further restricted to [2, 50]M� due to our limited injections.

Priors for all parameters are given in Table XIV.

Appendix C: Validation studies

We employ several methods to validate our calcula-
tions, notably including comparing results from mul-
tiple independent analyses; reproducing previous work
through O3a [11]; assessing the sensitivity of our results
to threshold choices (changing from 1 yr−1 to 0.2 yr−1 for
BBH; or from 0.25 yr−1 to 1 yr−1 for analyses containing
NS); and performing posterior predictive checks as in our
analysis of GWTC-2 [11]. Though these specific technical
checks will not be described here, some of these checks
can be reproduced with the data release associated with
this paper.

Below, we describe additional validation studies we
have performed to assess whether our results for merger
rates are sensitive to the choice of threshold; waveform
systematics; or updates to our sensitivity model.

1. NS mass distribution including marginal events

If we loosen the FAR threshold to < 1 yr−1 so as to
include the marginal events GW190917 and GW190426,
and repeat the analysis of Sec. V B, the inferred NS mass
distribution is virtually unchanged. This can be seen in
Fig. 24, which compares the posterior population distri-
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Parameter Description Prior

RBBH,pl Local merger rate for the BBH power-law subpopulation. U(0, 1000)

RBBH,g Local merger rate for the BBH Gaussian subpopulation. U(0, 1000)

RBNS Local merger rate for the BNS subpopulation. U(0, 2000)

RNSBH Local merger rate for the NSBH subpopulation. U(0, 500)

α Primary mass spectral index for the BBH power-law subpopulation. U(−4, 12)

β Mass ratio spectral index for the BBH power-law subpopulation U(−4, 10)

mmin,BBH,pl Minimum mass of the BBH power-law subpopulation. U(2, 10)

mmax,BBH,pl Maximum mass of the BBH power-law subpopulation. U(30, 100)

µm1,BBH,g (µm2,BBH,g) Centroid of the primary (secondary) mass distribution for the BBH Gaussian
subpopulation

U(20, 50)

σm1,BBH,g (σm2,BBH,g) Width of the primary (secondary) mass distribution for the BBH Gaussian
subpopulation

U(0.4, 20)

µm,NSBH Centroid of the BH mass distribution for NSBH U(3, 50)

σm,NSBH Width of the BH mass distribution for NSBH U(0.4, 20)

µm,NS Centroid of the NS mass distribution U(1, 3)

σm,NS Width of the NS mass distribution U(0.05, 3)

mmax,NS Maximum mass of all NS. U(2, 3)

µχ1,BBH,pl (µχ2,BBH,pl) Mean of the Beta distribution of primary (secondary) spin magnitudes for the
BBH Gaussian sub-population.

U(0, 1)

σ2
χ1,BBH,pl (σ2

χ2,BBH,pl) Variance of the Beta distribution of primary (secondary) spin magnitudes for
the BBH Gaussian sub-population.

U(0, 0.25)

σt1,BBH,pl (σt2,BBH,pl) Width of truncated Gaussian, determining typical primary (secondary) spin
misalignment for the BBH Gaussian sub-population.

U(0, 4)

µχ1,BBH,g (µχ2,BBH,g) Mean of the Beta distribution of primary (secondary) spin magnitudes for the
BBH Gaussian sub-population.

U(0, 1)

σ2
χ1,BBH,g (σ2

χ2,BBH,g) Variance of the Beta distribution of primary (secondary) spin magnitudes for
the BBH Gaussian sub-population.

U(0, 0.25)

σt1,BBH,g (σt2,BBH,g) Width of truncated Gaussian, determining typical primary (secondary) spin
misalignment for the BBH Gaussian sub-population.

U(0, 4)

µχ,NSBH Mean of the Beta distribution of spin magnitudes for BH in the NSBH sub-
population.

U(0, 1)

σ2
χ,NSBH Variance of the Beta distribution of spin magnitudes for BH in the NSBH

sub-population.
U(0, 0.25)

σt,NSBH Width of truncated Gaussian, determining typical primary (secondary) spin
misalignment for BH in the NSBH sub-population.

U(0, 4)

µχ,NSBH Mean of the Beta distribution of spin magnitudes for NS in the NSBH sub-
population.

U(0, 0.05)

σ2
χ,NSBH Variance of the Beta distribution of spin magnitudes for NS in the NSBH

sub-population.
U(0, 0.0125)

µχ1,BNS (µχ2,BNS) Mean of the Beta distribution of primary (secondary) spin magnitudes in the
BNS sub-population.

U(0, 0.05)

σ2
χ1,BNS (σ2

χ2,BNS) Variance of the Beta distribution of primary (secondary) spin magnitudes in
the BNS sub-population.

U(0, 0.0125)

TABLE XIV. Summary of Multi source model parameters. All rates are in Gpc−3yr−1, and all masses in M�. Rate, mass,
and spin hyperparameters are separated by horizontal lines.

butions inferred with and without the marginal events.
Traces from the posterior population distribution with re-
spect to the original FAR threshold are also shown. This
alternative analysis strongly suggests that substantial un-
certainties in the merger rate versus mass dominate our
error budget; the handful of observations made to date is
not sufficient to overcome the strong impact of our highly

uncertain model priors. Moreover, the masses of the NS
secondaries in the marginal events are poorly constrained
relative to those in GW170817, GW190425, GW200105
and GW200115, such that the FAR < 0.25 yr−1 events
continue to drive the inference.
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FIG. 24. Inferred neutron star mass distribution with and
without the marginal events GW190426 and GW190917. Top
panel: Median and 90% confidence region of the inferred NS
mass distribution for the Power model, using the event list
at a FAR threshold of 0.25 yr−1 (blue) and 1 yr−1 (orange).
Traces from the posterior population distribution with respect
to the stricter FAR threshold are plotted in grey. Bottom
panel: Same as the top panel but for the Peak model. The
inclusion of the marginal events has a negligible impact on
the inferred mass distribution.

2. Merger rates including subthreshold triggers

In the main text, our merger rates were calculated after
adopting a fixed significance threshold to identify confi-
dent events, then fitting population model families to the
recovered events’ posteriors. By design, such an approach
depends on the threshold. Here we employ an alterna-
tive threshold-free method of rate estimation which lacks
potential biases from an arbitrary choice of significance
threshold [12].

We extend methods from GWTC-2.1 [4], also applied
to the discovery of GW200105 and GW200115 [320],
to estimate the event rate from the full set of triggers
(including subthreshold triggers) from a specific binary
merger search: here, GstLAL [50–52]. In doing so, we
allow for population distributions that fit our observa-
tions and account for still-considerable uncertainty in the

mass distribution, rather than adopting a fixed popula-
tion model with fixed model hyper-parameters. Com-
pared to previous publications, the results presented in
this section update the BBH merger rates presented in
GWTC-2.1 by including O3b events [1]. We also update
the NSBH rate quoted in [320] by incorporating all O3
triggers, rather than as previously truncating to the first
9 months of O3.

We use a multi-component mixture model [118] to con-
struct the posterior of astrophysical counts of CBC events
by assuming that foreground and background events are
independent Poisson processes. We then estimate the
space-time volume sensitivity of the pipeline using simu-
lated events which are re-scaled to an astrophysical popu-
lation model [316]. We then compute the rates as the ra-
tio of the counts to V T . In order to marginalize over pop-
ulation hyper-parameters we compute several V T ’s, each
corresponding to a population hyper-parameter sample
drawn from the inferred hyper-posterior for the astro-
physical population model. Finally, we integrate over the
count posterior obtained for each of these samples with
an appropriate weight, effectively marginalizing over the
population hyper-parameters:

p(R|~x) =

∫
p(R|~Λ, ~x)p(Λ|{d})d~Λ

=

∫
V T p(N |~x)p(V T |~Λ)p(~Λ|{d})d(V T )d~Λ

=
∑
i,j

V Tij × p(Nij |~x), (C1)

where ~x is the complete set of triggers (including sub-
threshold triggers) and {d} is the set of data from
gravitational-wave detections used in population model
inference, as in IIIB. The astrophysical count posterior
is given by p(N |~x), where N = R × V T ; we evaluate by
sampling via Nij = R × V Tij where V Tij is the i’th

V T sample drawn from p(V T |~Λj) for the j’th hyper-

parameter sample ~Λj drawn from the inferred hyper-

posterior p(~Λ|{d}).1 Following [118], we take the dis-

tribution p(V T |~Λj) to be

p(V T |~Λj) =
1

V T
√

2πσ2
exp

[
− [lnV T − ln 〈V T 〉(~Λj)]2

2σ2

]
,

(C2)

where 〈V T ( ~Λj〉) is calculated by re-weighting simu-
lated sources to an astrophysical population with hyper-

parameter ~Λj , and σ is the quadrature sum of a calibra-
tion error of 10% [91] and Monte-Carlo uncertainty.

Using hyper-parameter samples from the posterior in-
ferred using the PP model with data through the end

1 The extra V T factor in Eq. (C1) arises from the Jacobian dN/dR.
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of O3, as in Section VI and imposing a Jeffreys prior
∝ N−1/2 on the astrophysical counts, we compute a BBH
merger rate of 24.58–67.44 Gpc−3yr−1. A similar calcu-
lation for the BGP model, again with a Jeffreys prior
∝ N−1/2 imposed on the astrophysical counts, yields an
NSBH merger rate of 15.16–199.06 Gpc−3yr−1, which is
consistent with 15.0–180.0 Gpc−3yr−1, the joint inference
for the NSBH merger rate presented in the main text.

3. Effect of Waveform Systematics on Population

All O3b BBH events analyzed in this paper have source
properties inferred using two different waveform models:
SEOBNRv4PHM [87] and IMRPhenomXPHM [88], both
of which include effects of higher-order multipole mo-
ments and spin precession. The posterior distribution
for each event is then checked for consistency between
waveform models before use in our analyses.

The event GW200129 is the highest SNR event exhibit-
ing notable inconsistencies between the source properties
inferred with the two waveform models. The event anal-
ysis using IMRPhenomXPHM infers much more support
for unequal masses and precessing spins relative to the
analysis using SEOBNRv4PHM. See [1] for an extended
discussion of these systematic differences.

To test if the inferred BBH spin population depends
on the waveform model chosen for this event, we repeat
our O3 population inference using the PP model for three
different choices of waveform model for GW200129: IMR-
PhenomXPHM, SEOBNRv4PHM, and a mix of the two.
As shown in Fig. 25, the inferred spin population is not
significantly affected by changes in the waveform model
for this event.

4. Impact of Sensitivity on Redshift Evolution
Inference

As noted in Sec. II, one change in the sensitivity es-
timation procedure between this work and our previous
study of GWTC-2 [11] is the use of injections that ac-
count for the effect of precession and as well as updates
to our detection pipelines as detailed in [1]. Since pre-
cession was not included in the injections used in [11],
the full spin distribution could not be reweighted to cal-
culate the sensitivity via Equation A2, and thus, for the
purposes of sensitivity estimation, an approximation was
made that Sx,y ∈ (−0.5, 0.5). Since we now use pre-
cessing injections, we do the reweighting procedure in-
cluding the full spin distribution as a function of Λ. To
test if this difference in our sensitivity estimation proce-
dure is responsible for the change in the inferred redshift
evolution, we repeat the population analysis reported in
Sec. VI, using our updated sensitivity model, but only
including events analyzed in the GWTC-2 populations
study [11]. From this analysis, we infer κ > 0 at 97.6%
credibility, as opposed to the 85% credibility reported in
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FIG. 25. Inferred differential merger rate as a function of the
cosine of the tilt angle (ti), where i indexes the body of the
binary. We demonstrate that the differences in the posterior
distribution for GW200129’s spin parameters have a minimal
effect on the inferred spin tilt population. The population
is inferred using posterior distributions for GW200129 using
the IMRPhenomXPHM waveform model (orange), SEOB-
NRv4PHM model (blue), and a mixture of both (green).
Dashed lines are 90% credible intervals.

[11], indicating a much stronger preference for a merger
rate increasing with redshift. We conclude that the dif-
ferences between our current results for the evolution of
the BBH merger rate and those reported in [11] are due
to improvements to our sensitivity model rather than the
presence of the additional events in GWTC-3.

In Fig. 26 we compare the redshift dependence of our
current sensitivity model to that of the sensitivity model
used in [11]. To make this comparison, we reweight the
injections used in [11] to the same spin distribution as-
sumed in that study, and assuming a fiducial PP and
powerlaw model for the mass and redshift distribu-
tions, respectively. We reweight the current injections
to this same mass and redshift distribution, but reweight
them to the median inferred spin distribution in [11], to
mimic a astrophysically-realistic population. Both in-
jection sets only cover the observing times of the O3a
observing run. Taking the ratio of the corresponding
sensitvities, we find our sensitivity has increased for low
redshift events and decreased for high redshift events, rel-
ative to the sensitivity model used in [11]. We expect to
see an increase in sensitivity between [11] and our current
analysis due to updates to the detection pipelines. The
relative decrease in sensitivity at higher redshifts indi-
cates a bias in the previous sensitivity estimate, implying
that the BBH merger rate at high redshift was underes-
timated in [11]. Accounting for the shift in sensitivity as
a function of redshift causes a relative decrease in local
BBH merger rate and a relative increase in high-redshift
BBH merger rate, leading to a higher inferred value for
κ.

One possible explanation for the shift in sensitivity is
that the use of precession in the injections for sensitivity
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FIG. 26. Comparison of our current BBH merger sensitivity
estimate in the O3a observing run (V Tnew) to that used in
[11] (V Told) as a function of redshift, for events with chirp
masses between 20M� and 50M�. Our current sensitivity
model differs from what was used in [11] in two important
ways: we use updated detection pipelines relative to those
used in [11] and we use injections which include spin preces-
sion. Note the relative increase (decrease) in sensitivity at
low (high) redshift. Computed by reweighting injections to a
fiducial population for each of the two injection sets.

estimation caused a non-trivial change in the inferred
sensitive hypervolume, given that we do observe pre-
cession in the BBH population. Our current detection
pipelines use template banks that include only aligned-
spin components; this can result in up to tens of percent
reduced sensitivity to a population of BBHs with spin
precession, depending on the degree of precession pos-
sible [321–323]. The farthest precessing sources, which,
due to their distances, correspond to FARs closest to the
detection threshold, are therefore the most susceptible to
dropping below the detection threshold with our current
pipelines, causing us to see a decrease in sensitivity to a
population of BBHs with precession relative to a strictly
non-precessing population.

Additionally, both the use of population-informed
reweighting of the spin distribution to calculate sensitiv-
ity to a population and the incorporation of additional
detection pipelines may have contributed to a more accu-
rate estimate of our sensitivity across parameter space.

Appendix D: Additional studies of the binary black
hole distribution

1. Analyses from GWTC-2

We report updated Bayes factor comparisons for these
various models in Table XV, showing that the Broken
Powerlaw + Peak model is slightly preferred over our
fiducial Power Law + Peak model. We highlight the

GWTC-2 GWTC-3

Model log10 B log10 B
Power Law + Peak 0.0 0.0

Broken Powerlaw + Peak −0.11 0.36

Multi Peak −0.3 −0.37

Broken Powerlaw −0.92 −2.1

TABLE XV. Bayes factors for each of the previously used phe-
nomenological mass models relative to the model with highest
marginal likelihood, Power Law + Peak. The previous re-
sults from GWTC-2 are shown in the second column with the
updated catalog results in the third column.

key differences between the model priors for GWTC-2
compared to GWTC-3: the prior on βq was changed from
U(−4, 12) to U(−2, 7), and the main population results
now include an evolving redshift model where the prior
on κ is changed from 0 to U(−10, 10).

In addition to these analyses, we used a variation of
the MultiPeak model to study the feature in the mass
distribution at ∼ 10M�. In GWTC-2 the prior on the
mean of the peaks were U(20, 50) and U(50, 100) for the
lower and upper mass peaks respectively. We modified
these priors to be U(5, 20) and U(20, 100). This up-
dated MultiPeak model is most preferred model with
a Bayes factor of 1.1 compared to the Power Law +
Peak model. This further supports our findings of the
peak-like feature at ∼ 10M� in the mass distribution.

2. Comprehensive BBH merger rates

In Table IV, we evaluate BBH merger rates over tar-
geted mass subsets of the whole BBH space, using models
specifically targeted to reproduce new features of the bi-
nary black hole mass distribution. For broader context,
Table XVI also provides the corresponding merger rates
in these intervals from all the models presented in this
work.

Appendix E: Population-weighted posteriors

With an increasing number of events, we can use the
distribution of the population of compact binaries to in-
form our priors for parameter estimation. By reweighting
the initial analysis of compact binaries with the popu-
lation distribution we can obtain posterior distribution
for the events in GWTC-3 with population-informed pri-
ors. Using our population analysis with models Power
Law + Peak and Flexible mixtures we provide
population-weighted posteriors (Fig. 27) for m1, q and
χeff for the BBHs population (69 events).

Some of our analyses will show apparent changes in
the inferences about the mass ratio. These seemingly-
substantive changes reflect the relatively weak con-
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m1 ∈ [5, 20]M� m1 ∈ [20, 50]M� m1 ∈ [50, 100]M� All BBH

m2 ∈ [5, 20]M� m2 ∈ [5, 50]M� m2 ∈ [5, 100]M�

PDB (pair) 17.0+10.0
−6.0 6.8+2.3

−1.7 0.68+0.42
−0.3 25.0+10.0

−7.0

PDB (ind) 9.3+5.7
−3.6 11.0+3.0

−2.0 1.6+1.0
−0.7 22.0+9.0

−6.0

MS 34.0+86.0
−20.0 6.1+3.1

−2.1 0.93+0.87
−0.64 42.0+88.0

−20.0

BGP 20.0+10.0
−8.0 6.4+3.0

−2.1 0.74+1.2
−0.46 33.0+16.0

−10.0

PS 27+12
−9.4 3.6+1.5

−1.1 0.2+0.18
−0.1 32+14

−9.6

FM 21.1+10.7
−8.3 4.1+2.0

−1.4 0.2+0.3
−0.1 26.0+11.5

−8.7

PP 23.4+12.9
−8.6 4.5+1.8

−1.3 0.2+0.1
−0.1 28.1+14.8

−10.0

Merged 12.8 – 40 0.098 – 6.3 2.5 – 0.5 17.3 – 45

PP (O3a) 16.0+13.0
−7.7 6.8+2.7

−1.9 0.5+0.4
−0.3 25.3+16.1

−9.9

TABLE XVI. Merger rates in Gpc−3 yr−1 for black hole binaries, quoted at the 90% credible interval. Rates are given for three
ranges of primary mass, m1 as well as for the entire population. The PDB, MS, and BGP merger rates are derived assuming
the merger rate does not increase with redshift, using a threshold FAR< 0.25 yr−1 (Sec. IV). For FM, PS, and PP, merger rates
are reported at z = 0.2, estimated using a threshold FAR< 1 yr−1 (Sec. VI). The merged rates reported in the merged row are
the union of the preceding three rows, which all account for distance-dependent merger rate and adopt a consistent threshold.
The final row shows merger rates deduced from our analysis of GWTC-2 [11], which assumed a redshift-independent merger
rate. Compare to Table IV.

straints provided by the fiducial parameter inferences
used as input and shown in black. Specifically, several
low-amplitude or low-mass events have extremely weak
constraints on mass ratios, with posterior support ex-
tending to q < 0.4. This extended feature reflects the
prior distribution on component masses, conditioned on
modest constraints on chirp mass. To be concrete, us-
ing the corresponding prior distributions for these events,
conditioned on a suitable chirp mass interval, we often
find a posterior distribution with comparable support for
q = 1 (i.e., the Savage-Dickey estimate of the Bayes fac-
tor for unequal mass would be nearly unity).

Examining Fig. 27 in light of this caveat, we find
that our population models and the fiducial model
agree. For these events the population reweight-

ings, as expected, strongly favor symmetric component
masses (e.g., GW190503 185404, GW190720 000836,
GW191127 050227). For a few binaries, however, the
two population reweightings disagree. The most notable
example is GW190513 205428, where the Flexible mix-
tures model pulls the posterior distribution to more
symmetric component masses and a lower primary mass.
Both population models also pull the majority of the pos-
teriors closer to χeff ∼ 0. However, given the Flexible
mixtures models spins as dependent on chirp mass the
events with higher mass and higher spin do not drawn to
χeff ∼ 0 as strongly as the Power Law + Peak model
(e.g., GW191109 010717) and in some cases the Flexi-
ble mixtures reweighted posterior move to higher χeff

values (e.g., GW190706 222641).
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